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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Although a nurnber of environmental sti¡nuIí are. capa"ble of producing

stress responses in an individual, ít ís not these stimuli alone that

determine the extent, of stress reactions. Cogmitive factors determined

by the psychological structure of the individual are seen as crucj"al in

determining an individual¡s reaction to specific aversive events in his

l-ife (Lazarus, L966\. lwo of the important cognitive factors, controll-

ability and predictability of the aversive stimuli, have been studied

extensively. Control is viewed as important i¡r ter:ns of: (1) onels

general belief about his ability to control whaÈ happens to him (Lazarus,

L966); and, (2) one's belief about his capacity for conËrol ín a partícu-

lar situation (Glass & Singer, L972¡ Lazatrus, 1966) - T?re former tlpe of

control is a personality variable while the latÈer is a situational

variabIe.ThepredictabÍ1íÈyofanaversiveevent,a1soreducesstress

responses (Glass & Singer, L972¡ Seligman, Maier & Solomon, 1971).

The term 'tstress" has had m.ultiple meaning:s and other terms have beert

used" Èo refer to si¡nilar phenomenon. Lazarus (1966) discusses Ëhe many

uses of this term and suggests a new terminolog¡¡- llowever, stress has

been generally defined as the affective, behavioral and, physiological
t

response to aversive stimuli (Appley & Trumbell-| L967) -- Noise as a

general definition of
stímu1i" will refer to

L97L) -

lrhi= stress will apply Èo this paper.
painful or fearfuì. events (Seligman, MaierttAversive

& Solomon, i.t::

;
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stressor has been discussed in detail by Glass and singer (1972) and

there are several reviews of the literature on the effect of noise

,,,,i (Broadbent, L957¡ Kryter, 1950; 1970)" In general, noise is capable of
:.-.:

elicíting stress responses and the degree of stress appears to be
:

medíated by cognitive factors. Thus, noise under certain conditions

influences aff,ectíve, behavioral, and physiological responses. Both the

predictability and controllabilíty of, noise have been found. to influence

response to the noise (Glass & Singer, J.g7Z,

Previous investigators of the effects of cont,rol of unavoidable

evenÈs have typícalIy: (1) cãmpared controllable to uncontrollable

stimuli; (2) varied either the onset or the duration of the àtimuli¡

and (3) focused more on control as a situational than as a personality

variable. Previous researchers have also compared the predictability

versus the unpredict.ability of, aversive events. The d.ependent variables

investigated can be categorized, as affective (e.g., paín ratings), behav-

ioral (e.g., proofreading performance), or physiological (e.g., skin

cond,uctance) responses. I{hen control and predictj.on have been compared

in the same stud.y, predictalrility of the onset and. controllability of the

durati,on vlere varied. Although the findings have been contradictory, t1.rere

is evid,ence thaË both control and prediction reduce the Ímpact of aversive

stimuli (Seligrman, Maier & Solomon , LITL)
:..:ì
'' .1,

I

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the relative

effects of control and prediction of unavoidable aversive events for sr-rb-

jects who differed in their general beLiefs about control (as d,etermined by

Rotterrs (1966) fnternal-External Scale). The effects of control and pre-
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diction of both the onset and the duration of white noise $rere compared.

The following measures rárere utilized as the depend,ent variables¡ expec-

tancy for success, skill attribution, chance attriJ¡ution, proofreading

performance, and pain raÈings. The followingi review of the lÍterature

atÈenpts to show the relationship between situatíonal control, prediction,

and generalized expectancies for control-

Control of Aversive Events

Individuals have been placed in potentÍa1ly aversive situations and

then have been allowed some degree of control over what happens to Èhem in

these situations. $Ihen such control was possible, there was often less

stress than when no control was possible- Eor exaurple, it has been shown

that sr:bjects who could control the order of intelligence sr:btests to be

taken had no increase in galvanic skin response duríng the instruction

period while subjects with no control had sigmificant increases in galvanic

skin response (Stotland & Blumenthal, 1964l; subjects who could advance

slides of travel pictures at their own rate ÈoleraËed ice u¡ater immersion

longer than subjects whose slÍdes were changed by the e>rperimenter'(Kanfer

& Seidner, 1973); subjects who could avoiô shock selected.a higher Ievel of

shock and rated thernselves as less anxious than did rand,om shock subjects

(Bowers, 1968); subjects who could control rest periods from a shock

avoidance piocedure had lower systolic blood pressure leve1s Ëhan subjecÈs

who had no control of the rest periods (Hokanson, DeGood, Forrest &

Brittain, L}TL) i and, sr:bjects who expected to be able to escape shock if

they exhibited skill in a recognition-learning situation showed heightened

perceptual vigilance in comparison to subjects who did not expect to escape
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shock (Phares, 1962).

The results of a well-known study contradicts the tlpical findings

of the effects of control. Brady, Porter, Conrad and Mason (1958) placed

pairs of monkeys in a shock avoida¡rce condition. Only one monkey in each.

paír, the "executive", could prevent the shocks. By pressing a lever he

could prevenÈ both himself and his partner from being shocked.. The

"executives" hrere the ones which tended to develop massive stomach ulcers

whíle the partners who had no control did not develop ulcers. This study

has been critícized by Seligman, Maier and Solomon (197I) on the grounds

that the monkeys were not randomly assigned to ttte grouPs. It was the

monkeys which learned an avoidance response first that were "nor"., .=

executives. They point out that Sines, Clelland and Adkins (1963) found

ttrat rats which are susceptible to ulcers acquire an avoidance response

faster than controls. It, is possiblê, then, that the executive monkeys

were constitutionally more emot,ional and prone to ulcers than'were their

partners. In addition, when !{eiss (f968} used rats in a similar experi-

ment, uncontrolla.ble shocks resulted in more ulcers and. a greater decrease

in.body weight than controllable shocks.

Control of the onset of aversive events when sËudied in terms

individual-s being able to administer shocks to themselves also has

of

been

:',lti
found to reduce stress. Haggard (1943) found that subjects who could

administer their own shocks showed less anxiety, as measured by galvanic

skin response, than subjects who could not administer the shocks. Pervin

(1963) found that subjects preferred shocks,that they could deliver to

themselves more than those delivered by the e>çerimenËer. Staub, Tursky
:":ij,i
--:..i i

i::'1
:
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and, Schhrartz (1971) found that subjects who could administer shocks to

themselves and control the intensity of the shocks reached. greater levels

of shock before they reported it as uncomfortable and end,ured stronger .,:,

shocks than sr:bjects who had no control of the ad¡rinistration and intensity 
i"'":"

of the shocks.

Control of the durat,ion of aversive events also influences stress.. , ,.
.;:: 

' :'
A classical sËudy by Mowrer and. Viek (1948) led to later research in ,,',

this area. In thís early study, one group of rats was trained. tq escape

shocks by rearing up on their hind legs. A second group received

unescapable shocks of the same duration" The group that had received^

uncontrol-lable shocks refused food more fteguently than did the group which

had received controlla.ble shocks. This find.ing was subseqùently confirmed.

(Lindner, 1968).

The results of some studies with humans have a]-so ind.icated, that

control of the duration of aversive stimuli influences stress; howeverr
:

the findings have been inconsistent. Physíological, affective, and.

behavioral responses have been utilized as dependenÈ variat,les in examin-

ing the effects of control of the duration of aversi.ve sti¡nuli.

Physiological responses to the aversive sÈimuli when the duration

!,tas controllable have been studied in terms of skin conductance and heart

rate measures. Control of the durati.on of aversive stimuli has been found.

:sive stimuli. Corah and.

Boffa (L97A) found that trials in which subjecës could not escape (i.e.,

influence the duration) from white noise led to greater skin conductance .

changres than trials ín which subjects could escape. Geer and Maisel (Lg72,



found that control of the duration of aversive photographs led to a lower

skin conductance than no control" Several studies found that even the

perception of having control reduced skin conductance responses

(Champion, 1950; Geero Davidson & Gatchel, L97O) .

On the other hand, Bandler Mäd.aras and Bem (1968) found no differ-

ences ín skín conductance responses between trials in which sr-rbjects could

escape aversive sti¡nuli and those in which sr:bjects could not escape the

aversÍve stimuli. And Glass and Singer (L972) reported on a number of

studies that indicate that ski:r conductance responses d.ecrease (i.e" 
'

adaptation takes place) after repeated exposure to the stinuli regard,less

of,the controllahility of the duration. However, when they looked at the

skín conductance responses during the first few ex¡losures to the aversive 
_

stimuli, they found that control led to snaller skin conductance responses

than no control. In a later study (Glass, Singerr SkipËon, Kranz & Cohen'

L973l, adaptation Ídas not found to occur in either control or no control

conditions.

The findings regarding heart rate are also inconsistent. Elliott

(1969) 'found that therê was greater heart rate acceleraÈion, in a shock

conËrollable condition than in a shock uncontrollable côndition. Howevêrr

Geer, David,son, and Gatchel (1970) found no differences in heart rate

measures for perceived control and no perceived. control subjects"

Affective responses to aversive sËimuli as a funct,ion of the

controllability of Ëhe duration of the aversive stimuli have also been

examined. Again, the findings have been ínconsistent" For example, con-

trollable in comparison to uncontrollabLe aversive stimuli were found to
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be less aversive (Glass, singer & Frie&nan, 196g), to lead to the endr:.rance

of stronger shocks (Bowers , Lg6g), to produce more tension (U[iott, 1969),

to produce less anxiety (Bowers, 196g), and'to be rated equally in the

degree of paínfulness (Geer, Davidson E Gatchel, Lg?O). In terms of
díscomfort, ratings, the results of one study (Corah & Boffa,, I97O) suggests

that controllable aversive stímuli prod.uces less discomfort than uncontroll-
able ones while the results of another study (Bandler, Mad,aras & Bem, f96g)

suggest that uncontrollable aversive stimulí prod.uce less d,iscomfort than

controllable ones

Behavioral responses to aversive stj:nulí which are controllable in
t'erms of the duratj.on have been examined through the use of a performance

task after exposure to the aversive stimuli. Glass, Singier, and Friedman

(1969) found that sr:bjects with perceíved control of the d,uration showed

greater tolerance for frustration (that is, tried. more insoluble puz?les)

and performed better on a proofreading task than subjeöts with no perceived

control of the duration. These findings were confirmed by Mayhew (1969).

Thus the findings regarding the effect of control of the duration

of aversive stimuli on physiological and affective responses have been

contrad,ictory. The effects on behavioral responses have received, relatively
little attention but the presenË evid,ence suggiests thaË, perceived, control
of the durãtion reduces impairment follor^¡ing elq)osure to aversive stimuli-
Two factors which have been neglected in previous research and which may.hèlp

account for the contradictory findings are: (l) the predicÈabitity of the

onset of aversive stimuli and (2) generalized, expectancies for control
(internal versus external). The implications of tlrese tvro factors are dis-
cussed below.
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Prediction of Aversive Events

The tlpe of predictable or unpredictable aversive events which

are relevant to ttris paper are those which are certain to occur but the

time of onset or duration are either known (predicta.ble) or unknown

(unpredictable). In the studies on the effecÈs of predictable versus

unpredictable aversive evenÈs on behavior, the focus has been on the

predictability of the onset of the aversive stimuli rather than the

duration"

Prediction of aversive events appears to influence stress. Pervin,

(1963) found that subjecÈs reported less anxiety when they knew when

shocks were to occuï than when they did not know when the shocks \.Ieïe to

occur" Predictable shocks were also preferred Èo unpredictable ones-

Jones, Bentler and Petry (1966) reported two studÍes in which it. was

possible to make responses that would provide information about the

scheduling and sequencíng of unavoidable shocks. They found that such

information served as a posítive reinforcement. Monat, Averill and

Lazarus (L972, found ttrat sr:bjects preferred a condition in which the time,

of shock onset was known rather than a condition in which the tirne of shock

onset was unknown. Behavioral aftereffects have also been reduced by

making the aversive events predictable (Glass, Singer and Friedman, L969¡

Mayhew, 1969).

The above studies suggest that being able to predict when aversive

events are to occúr is less stressf,ul than not. being able to predict

their onset. Howev,er, prediction may have a different effecÈ on heart rate

measures. f$Io studies (Deane, ]196lr¡ E1liott., L9t69l found. that knowled.ge

.': : ',. :

- -::.



regarding when shocks were to occur íncreased heart rate acceleration.

Thus, prediction under certain conditions does play a role in

reducing stress. The previously mentioned, studies regard,ing the effect

of control of the duration of aversive stimuli have not taken into account

that the predictability of ttre onset. and/or duration of the aversive

stimuli may have influenced Èhe results. The onset of the aversive stim-

ulí has sometj¡tes been predictable and at other times unpredictable. fn

addition, the duration in the no control cond,itions varied, in their

predictability.

In general, the results of the previously mentioned studies suggest

that when aversive events are made either predictablà or conÈrollable t5-e

adverse effects of the events are reduced. Some studies have varied both

the predictability of the onset and the controllability of the d.uration of
'aversive sti¡nu1ii however" only one study aÈtempted to directly compare

tlle effectivêness of the two vari-ables (i.e., pred.ict,ion versus control of

the durat,ion).

G1ass,.Singer¿n¿Frfedrnan(]-969)exposedtheirsr:bjectsto

loud unpredictable (randomly occurring) noise. Half of the subjects were

given a button which would, ênable them to È.erminate the noise for the rest

of the experiment. These subjects \^¡ere encouraged. to use the button only

if the noise became too much for them to bear- Subjects with the button

showed greaÈer tolerance for frustration (that is, tried more insoh.ible

puzzles) and, performedbetteron a proofread.ing task than subjects !üithout

a buËton.

The Relationship Betr^reer¡ Control and Prediction of Aversive Events
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The effectiveness of the possession of a button to terminate aver-.
sive stimuli was also found by Mayhew (1969). Sr-rbjects were exposed to
either unpredictable or pred.ictable high intensity noise. Flithin each
of these conditions' some sr:bjects were griven a button with which to
termínate the noise while other sr:bjects did, not have a button. posses-

sion of the button duríng exposure to the r:npredictable noise reduced the
nr:rnber of proofreading errors missed and, increased subjecÈs, tolerance for
frustration' trvhen the noise was predictable, both button and no button
sr'rbjects performed' aË a similar lever as a no ,noise conÈrol group.

rn general, the above mentioned sËudies provide more support for
the idea that both prediction and control reduce the ímpact of aversive
stimuri' However, since these studies varied. predictabitity in terms of
the onset of the aversive stimuli and. varied, contro]- in terms of a poten-
tial escape response, no direct comparisons of control and pred.iction were
possiJcle' More information about the rerative effectiveness of Èhe two

rntrol of the onset of the
aversive stimuri with prediction of the onset and by comparing prediction
of the d,uration with control of the duration-

Prediction and control of the duration of aversive stirnuli were

compared in one study. Geer and Maisel (Lg72,l investigated the possibil-
ity of a prediction-control confound operaÈing in previous studies on

the effects of contror of the duration of aversive stimuli- They asked

the following question: "Are the effects of contror d.ue prirnarily to the
ability of the subject to predicÈ or is the effecË of control somehow more

directry related to the effect of contror itself?,, (Geer & Maiser , L972,
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p" 314) ' They pointed to the fact that. subjects who control the duration
of an aversive stimulus can also predict its duration. rn their study they
utilized three groups of subjects who had different types of control over

t'he duration of photographs of violent death victims. An actual control
group could control the duration of the aversive stimulí by Èhe use of a

button which they held in theír hand. A predictability group received

information about the duration time of the aversive stimuli. subjects in
the act'uar control and predictability gróups were provided with informatíon
about when the stimulí would begin via a warning tone that. preced.ed each

aversÍve sti¡nulus by 10 seconds" The dependent. vàriable was galvanic skin
response' subjects in the actual control group reacted wíth a rower skin
conduct'ance to the photographs than the other two gróups. subjects in the
predictability group were more strongry affected by the warning tone pre-
eeding the stimuli t'han the actual control group. The auÈhors concluded,

that the effects of contror. are not due just to prediction.\ - J.qÐs Lç

Geer and Maisel's study leaves many questions unanswered. First,
does control of the duration of aversive stimuri result in lower skin
conductance only when.the onset, of the aversive stimuli is pr:edictable?

In other words, will control and prediction act alike if the onset is
unpredictable? Second, how effective were the manipulations of actual
control, prediction,. and no control? It seems particularly Ímportant to
check the effectiveness of the predictíon manipulation since the subjects

had to rely on their ability to judge the tirne factors d.isclosed, to them.

Third, would the results be similar if psychological measures were used

rather than galvanic skin response? That is, control and prediction may
l:'j:::i;i::::l

i :.:
lr.: '
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have similar effects on affective and/or behavioral responses. Fourth,

did the fact that the no,control subjects were not able to predict the

onset of the aversive stimuli influence the results? fn other words, the

nó control group differed from the other thro groups by being exposed to

unpredictable onsets as well as unpredictable durations of the aversi.ve

stimuli. Fifth, would the results be the same if subjects who clearly dif-

fered in generalized e:<pectancies f,or control, (interna'lq and externals) were

placed in the three conditions? That ís,. does control and. prediction of

aversíve stj:nuli influence internals and externals Ín the same way?

Thus, the nature of the relationship beÈrveen control and, predic-

tion j.s not clear. However, the results of several studies suggest that

these two variables may play a similar role in decreasing stress. fn

Staub, Tursky and Schwartz0s (197f) first experiment subjects who could.

control the admínistration of shocks to themselves tended to adminisËer

the shocks in rapid sequence (about five seconds between shocks). Because

of this timing the shocks became predicta.ble to a yoked noìcontrol group..

NodifferenceSwerefound.betweenthetwo9roupSonanyofthefour

measures used. In a second experiment a signal líght was used, before each

shock and the tj¡ning of the light was varied in order to prevent yoked. no'

conÈrol sr¡lcjects from being able to predict when the shocks v¡ere to occur.

Under these conditions, subjects with control reached greater levels of

shock before they reported it, as uncomfortal:le and end,ured stronger

shocks than subjects who did not have control. The authors used the data

from their own study and thaÈ from the Glass, Singer and Friedman (1969)

study to suggest the followinq relationship between control and prediction:
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Lack of control represents a condition of helplessness; the
ability to predict events may reduce the subjective experience of
helplessness even when control is not possible, and thereby red,uce
tension or anxiety.." " Previous research findings (Glass et a1.,
L969) together with ttre present ones suggest the possibility that
under some conditions control and predictability may funct.ion as
safety signals thaÈ reduce threat and the impact of aversive stim-
uli; when the ability to èrminate aversive stimuli is lacking,
predictability may reduce impact, and. when the abirity to predict,
Ís lacking, a perceived, ability to termínate aversive stimuli may
have a similar effect" " " " (Staub, Tursky & SchwarÈ2, 1971, pp.
L61-162) .

ThÍs idea that control and prediction function interchangeably (staub,

Tursklz & Schwartz, 1971) and. the idea that iÈ is the element, of prediction

in control that accounts for the effect of control (Geer & Maisel, Lg72')

need.s frrrther invesÈigation"

Lgcus o,f Contfol of Reinforcement

The above studi,es on control have focused. on control as a situa-

tiona1variab].e"ThroughRotter|s(1966)1ocusofcontro1ofreinforce.

ment, construct, control has been studied as both a situationar and

personality variable.

One of the main concepts in Rot'ter's soeial learning theory is

expectancy. E:çectancy is defined as the probahility held by a particu-

lar indivídual that a certain behavior in a specific situation will lead

to a particular reínforcemenÈ. .. Rotter (Lg54, ]:966) focuses on two kinds

of oçectancy: sitrrational specific eçectancy and generalized, expectancy.

Both kinds of e>rpectancy are partly the result of previous experiencef

but the former ís the result of experience in the same situation while

the latter involves the experience of the individual in other situations

for functionally related behaviors. Reinforcement is thought to strengthen

i. ]':
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an expectancy that, a particular behavior or event, will be followed by

that reinforcement in ttre future. rf the reinforcement does not follow
the behavior or event,, then ttre expectancy will be exÈingruished or
reduced.

One expectancy construct, locus of control of reinforcement

(Rotter, 1966¡ Rotter, seeman & Liveran1-, 1962), has been investigated
under both generalized expectancy and situational expectancy cond.itions,

As a generalized expectancy' locus of control is viewed as a personality
variable (Nickels e I{illiams, L}TO). RoÈter believes that individuals
differ in the extent to which they attribute reinforcements to their
own actions (inËernals) or to external factors such as fate, luck,
chance, or other people (externals). The measurement of ind.ividuaL

differences has been accomplished primarily through the use of the

rnternar-External scale (ï-E scale) described by Rott.er (1966).

As a situatíonal expectancy, locus of control is viewed by Rotter

as a function of whether, in a given situation, reinforcement is e:çected

to be conÈingent upon oners behavior (skill) or under the control of
a source external to the individual (chance). situations thus can differ
ín the kind of cues given about the control of reinforcement. The situ-
ational variable has been studied either by ambiguous tasks where the

locus of contror is defined by differentiar ínstructions (skir1 or
chance), or by the use of tasks that by their nature are ski11 or chance

determined and may or may not have differential instructions.

lrrhen compared in a variety of situations internals have been

found to diff,er from externars. For example, it has been shown that

lf: ::r::



internals differ from externals in being more persistent at a task

(Shepel & Iatreiss, 1970), reporting more constructive reactions to frus-

trations (Brissett & Nowickit L973), showing more sensíËivity to environ- _::...i-. -,, -. 
, -,:,,. ,

mental sti¡ruli (Ducette c Ïtolk, 1973), devaluating faired tasks less

(Fhares, wilson, & Klyver, L?TL), tending to forget failures (Efron,

15

1963), preferring skill rather Èhan chance activities (Schneider, 1968),

resisting subtle attempts to influence.their behavior (Johnson, I97O),

engaging in more behaviors that would yiel-d information (oavis & phares,

il967), and showing less att,itude change with a high prestige cormnunicator

(Ritchíe & Phares, ]:969)

rnternals and externars have been placed in sítuations that were j

skill or chance determined. Some investigators suggest Èhat the person-

a1ítyvariab1eofínternaI-externa1contro1ismoreimportant.in

determiníng the subjectse responses than the situational variabre :

(Phares, 1965¡ Seemar¡ & Evans, I962i Seeman, 1963) while other investiga

tions suggest that the situational variable may be the more imporÈant

factor (Lefcourt & St,effy, L97O¡ McDona1d,, Tempone & Sjmmons, 196g;

Nickels c Í{i}liams, L97O¡ Williams , L|TL) -

Locus of control was initially vj-ewed as a variable that primarily

ínfluences learníng. However, as shown above, the construct ha,s been

found to be useful in ¡lredicting behavior in a variety of situations.

Thus, it is possible that the eonstruct may have some usefulness in pre-

dicting responses to aversive events ;

Locus of Control and Controllable and Predictable Aversive Events

The reactions of internals and. externals have been studied in
:'.:,,.
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relation to failure (Bandt, L967¡ Davis & Davis, 1972), reported,

reactions to frustration (Brissett & Nowicki, L973), and threat (Lipp,

Kolstoe, James & Randall, 1968). However, onJ'y a few stud,ies have

examined how internals and externals behave in relaËion to control of

physically aversive stimuli and there are no studies concerning prediction

of such aversive stimuli.

The results of two studies suggest that the perception of con-

trol of aversíve events differentially affects the cognitive task

performance of internals and externals (Houston, L972¡ Vüatson & Baumal,

L967). In Houstonrs (L972) study, internals and. externals were assigned

to either an unavoidable or avoidable shock condition. In the unavoid-

able shock condítion the subjects were told thaÈ there vrras no way of

avoiding an electric shock whÍch would occur randomly while they performed

a memory task. In the avoidable shock condition the subjects were told,

that they could avoid an electric shock by not making mistakes on the

memory task. In a nonstress condition shock was not mentioned and the

sr:bjects simply performed the memory task. No shocks urere actually deliv-

ered to any of the subjects. The results indicated that subjects performed,

better in congruent control situations than incongruent ones (i.e.,

internals in the avoidable shock condition and externals in the unavoid-

able shock conditíon).

In another study (Watson & Bauma1 , 1967), interna'l,s and externals

learned a list of paired associate nónsense syllables either under

instructions that these associates would later serve as avoidance

responses (subject to their learning skills) or would sornetimes serve as
?: .i:1Ì: I ..i

i -.r.. ;:l-:':ì
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avoidance responses (to be determíned by chance) - Internals had more

errors and requested more practice trials when they anticipated not

having control over the later situation, while externals mad.e more

erïors and requested more practice trials when they anticipaÈed control

the later situation. As in Houston's sÈudy, no shock was actually

delivered

. Degree of anxiety in controllable versus uncontrollable aversive

situations dÍd not diffe r for internals and externals. Houston (Lg72)

using the Affect Adjective Check List (Zuckerman, 1960) and. heart rate as

measures of anxiety found no internal-external differences- Bowers

(1968) found no ínternal and external differences when using a five
point anxiety rating scale and skin cond,uctance as measures of anxiety.

These findings, however, can be questioned on the basis that in both

of the above studies all levels of r-E scorers were used- There is

evidence that middle scorers on the r-E scale respond d,ifferently in

certain circumstances than either internals or externals (e.g., Lipp,

Kolstoe, James & Randall, 1968). The use of these rniddre scorers -in

these studies may have influenced the results-
' There is evid.ence of a relationship between an external general-

ized oqgectancy and an uncontrollabLe aversive situation- Hiroto (¡g74't

using a learned-helplessness paradigrm found. that. externals r^rere more

heJ-pless (responded slower, had more trials to reach an avoidance cri-

terion, and. mad,e fewer responses during the test Èrials) after exposure

to uncontrollable noise than internals. Hiroto suggests that an external

:rollab1e aversive situa-

\' .: :. '.- .
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tion are related. That is, both conditions can be seen as involving ,'the

expectancy that responding and reinforcement are independ.ent" (Hiroto,

L974, p" 192) 
"

Several studies on coping reactions during anticipatory stress

(Averill & Rosenn, I972e Monat, Averill & Lazarus, Lg72l had. subjects

take the r-,8 scare al-ong with other personality scales. The r-E scale

did not relate to coping strategies.

internals and, externals react to controllable and. unconÈrollable aver-

sive events. There is some evid,ence that ínternatrs and externals perform

better on cognitive tasks when they are in congruent control conditions

rather than incongruent ones" However, other evidence suggests that

externals may be more helpless in congruent control situations. Measures

of anxiety have not dístinguished int,ernals from externals in aversive

situations but Èhis may be due to the tlpe of r-E scorers used,.

The findings that internals and, externals perform better in con-

gruent conÈro1 situations (Houston, 1972¡ !{atson & Baunal (1967)are not in
líne with the suggestions and findings of other investigators. Davis and

Phares (Lg67) and Rotter (Lg66) suggest that it is ambiguous control situa-

tions that the personality variable is more 5:nportant in determining

behavíor while situations in which the locus of control is ctearly

structured (control versus no control or skílI versus chance) the situa-

tional variabre is more important. The results of several studies (e.g.,

McDonald, Tempone & Simmons , L968¡ Nickels c Wiiliams, I97O, and

Willíams, II}TL) found no differences between internals and externals when

: r....
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the control conditions were clearly structured. It may be that there are

certain conditions r:nder which the personality variable is more important 
.

even though the situation is structured and thaL aversiveness is one of

these conditions.

Is a situation that allows knowledge of the ti¡ne factors involved

for tlre onset anð,/or duraÈion of aversive events (i.e.r a pred,iction

situation) si¡uilar to either a conditíon of control or of no control?

Although ít has been assumed that predict5.on allows the perception of

some degree of control over aversive events (Lefcourt, 1973¡ Staub, Tursky, &.

Schwãttz'¡: l97Lj, previous research has not focused on this question. A

prediction situatioïl may be somewhat ambiguous in regard.s to where the

control lies; thus, according to the suggestion mentioned. above (Ðavis

& Phares, L965; RoÈter, Lg66), one's general betief about control might

operate in a prediction situation. If as previous studies have ind.icated

(Davis & Phares, 1967¡ Seeman & Evans , Lg62), information is more

important Èo internals than externals, and if knowled.ge can provide a

Senseofcontro1,theninterna1smightperceivethesituationasonein

which he has control. Consequently, an internal i¡¡ a prediction situation

would behave more like subjects who clearly have conÈrol of the aversive

stimuLi while externals would behave more like subjects without control.

The PresenÈ Study

From previous research it isnrt clear whether or not control and.

prediction are equally effective in reducing the irnpact of stress reac-

tions. In addition, the role of generalized expectancies for control in

prediction and control siÈuations isn't clear- The present study \.ilas con-

cernedwiththesetwoissues.Individua1sdifferingingenera1ized .:.a:.r j:.,:.il

ria!'
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expectancies for control (ínternals and externals) i¡lto conditions which

varied in the type of control of the onset and. tlpe of control of the

duration of aversive sti:nuli (white noise presentations) - These condi_

tíons were: actual -control. (the subjects could índicate when the onset

of the aversive stimuli was to occur anð,/or íts duration) ; predictio,n

(the sr-rbjects knew when and,/or for how long the aversive stimuli would

occur) i and, no cgptrol (the subjects had no contro]- of or knowledge of
the onset and/or duration of the aversive stimuti). Thus. sontrol and

prediction cor¡Id be compared in two different situations (tlpe of control
of the onset and type of control of the duration) and the behavior of
internals and externals could be compared in the different type of con=

trol situations. The effects of the variables of generalized. expectancies

for control, type of onset control, and type of duration conÈrol on the

following dependent variables v¡ere examined; performance on a proofread-

ing task (i-e., percentage of errors missed and the nr¡¡riber of words read),

expectancy tor success, skil1 attribution, chance attribution, and pain

The selectj-on of the depend,ent varíables ínvolved several

considerations. Firstn proofreading perfornance and pain ratings

have ¡lreviously been found to be influenced by both control an¿ pre-.

dictíon of aversive stimuli. Thus, they were rerevant for a compar-

ison of the effects of these two variables. Second,, expectancy for
success and attribution to skill or chance factors have been studied

in relation to Rotterfs locus of control of reinforcement construct

and their inclusion in this study might help clarify the relatíonship

between situational control, generalized expectancies for control and,

prediction.

i: ;
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The present study vras closely related to the previously mentioned,

Geer and Maise1 (Ig72) study in that control and prediction were compared.

Hov¡ever, the present study attempÈed to expand Geer and Maiselrs resuLts

by: (1) exanining psychol.ogícal rather than skin conductance. responsesi

(2) examining the possible influence of generalized. expecÈancies for

control; (3) comparing control and prediction of the onset in addítion to

the durationi and, (4) provÍding subjects in the prediction conditions

with more precise knowledge concerning the onset and duration of Èhe

aversíve sti:nuli.
I ,h" effects of the three types of control of the onset have not

previously been compared to each oÈher. Although prediction may provide

the perception of some degree of control, it is assumed here that the

positive aspects of actual conÈrol will be greater. .A situatíon where

control is possible through makíng a response (i"e., where one's skilL

can be utilized) might be expected on a subsequent task Èo lead, to higher

expectancies for success, better performance, and attribution of his suc-

cess to. skill rather than chance factors. Such a situation might also

lead to the experiencing of the aversive sti¡nuli as less painful than

when no control is possible.

Along the same lines and on the basis of the Geer and Maisel

(Lg72') finding, subjects with control of the d.uratíon of aversivel

sti¡nuli míght be less negatively affected than subjects with prediction

or no control.

Generalized expectancies for control might also influence the

effects of t11ge of control of the onset and type of control of the

::...:.: a.'..::a.'1
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duration. Previous research suggests that internals and, externals in

congruent, control situations show less stress than when in incongruent

control situatíons. In addition, a predíction situation may provide

internals with more of a sense of control than externals.

22

On the basis of the above consíd,erations the follor*ing ¡¡'potheses

were madeå

(1) Subjects i¡r the onset actual control condition will have higher expec-

tancíes for success, higher skill attriJrution. lower chance attrjbu-

tion, a smaller percentage of errors missed., a larger number of word.s

read, and lower pain ratings than sr:bjects in the qrset prediction

and onset no control conditions.

(21 Sr-rbjects in Èhe duration actual control cpnditi,on wil]. have higher

expectancies for success, higher skill attriJruÈion, lower chance

attribution, a smaller percentage of errors missed, a larger nr:mber

of words read, and lower paín ratings than subjects in the dufation

prediction and duration no control condit,ions.

(3) Internals in the actual control conditions and externals in the no
:; .:.: :.:.

control conditions will have higher expectancies for success, higher .:":"'.1:'

skí1l attributiorr, lower chance attríbutíon¡ a smaller: percentage of

errors missed, a larger nurnber of words read, and lower pain ratings

than internals in the no controt condítions and externals in actual ;,.,, ,.:,,..i.: :_r:.:

control conditions; internals in the prediction conditions will have

higher *çectancies for success, higher skill attribution, lower

chance attríbutionf a smaller percentage of errors missed, a larger :

number of words read, and lower pain ratings than externals in the rr,.:.:ì,;..ii:rÌ.:,

,, .i:,,i,,:,,1 ,,

prediction conditions,



CIÍAPTER II

METHOD

S_ubjects

Rotter's (1966) Internal-External Sca1e (I-E scale) was adminis-

tered along with other scales to approximately 1O0O female introductory

pçychology students from the Universíty of Manitoba in large groups prior

to the main experi:nent and as part of another eçeri:nent. Subjects were

then selected on the basis of their score on the f-E scale. One hund,red.

and ninety-six subjects participated ín the erçeriment. The data from
t

sÍxteen subjects were excluded from the experiment' resulting in a final

subject sample of 180 which represented 91"88 of the total subjects

tested.

The ï-E scale consists of, 29 forced-ctroice items and it mainly

samples general attitudes and beliefs regarding how reinforcement is con-

trolfed. An individual who holds the view that his behavior is the

instrument by which he obtains reinforcement ís labelled an internal,

while the índívidual who perceives that hÍs reinforcements are beyond his

control is labelled an external" The I-E scale is scored in terms of the

nu¡nber of external items selected; thuso a hígh score indicates an external

t:.:. - .

t--subjects were excluded from the e>qreriment for the following
reasons: actuaL control subjects with very long duration times (3 sr:bjects);
unwillingness to tolerate the whit.e noise during the test trials ( 4 sub-
jects); inabilitlz to follow instructions (2 subjects); inability to reach
the criterion level of aversiveness during the pretest trials (5 subjects);
equipment failure (1 subject); and, lack of any aversive ratings of the
white noise during the test trials (1 subject) - 

:
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expectation and a low score indícates an internal expectation. A copy

of the I-E scale is located in Appendix e. The mean score on this scale

was originally reported as between I and 9 (Rotter, 1966) and was later
reported as between 12 and 13 (Rotter, 1971). Ðue to the change in the

mean score over time and the reported variability for differenÈ samples

of subjects (Rotter, 1966) r the range of scores obtained for all females

tested for the present study was the basis for the cut-off scores for

internals and externals" The range of scoïes was divided into thirds:

high (externaLs), mid.dle, and low scores (internals). By this method,

subjects who scored 15 and above v¡ere considered as exÈerna1s, while sub-

jecÈs who scored 9 and below hrere considered internals. Subjects who

scored in the middle range were excluded, from Ëhe experiment sj-nce midd.le

scorers have someti¡nes respond.ed differently in certain situations than

internals or externals (e.g., Bandt, L967¡ Lipp, Kolstoe, James & Randar1,

L968) and lÍttle is known concerning why these differences occur. For

example, middle scoreïs were found to be less d,enying than either inter-

nals or externals (tipp, Kolstoe, James & Randall, 1968). Females only

were included. in Ëhis study ín ord.er to control for possible sex differ-

ences. Sex differences in terms of how internals and. externals behave

have been found in the past (e.g., Silvern & Nakamura, L97I¡ Levenson,

L972'.' .

Apparatus

!ühite noise ranging in int,ensity from 79-LO5 decibels from a Grason-

Stadler generator, model 901-8, was used as the aversive stimuli and was

presented to the subject over sharpe fíderity earphones, model HA-lo.

t -:
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A triple interval digital display'r"= used specifically to

insure that sr:bjects in Èhe prediction conditions would, know when the

white noise would start anð/or stop. The requirements of the display,

that in certain instances it, provide an unequivocal ind.ication of the

onset of an event and that the indication should be easiry changed,

suggested the use of integrated circuits to carry out the counting andlog-

ic functions. 1'¡s Motorola family of McMos devices were used.. A picture

of the unit that controlled the subject's display (control unit) can be

found in Appendix B. A three-decade "presettable down-cou4ter,' ranging

up to 99"9 was used to control the time intervals. An accurate 10 Hz

clock pulse fed to the corrnters caused them to count baclq¡¡ards from the

previously set nrmber to 00.0 in so many seconds- Circuits to detect

the zeros in the counters i:nmediately advanced the program such that a

new previously set number \ÁIas presented. to the down-counter and, the pro-

cess repeated"

Three different intervals could thus be developed before repeat,ing:

Resp,onse, onset, and Duration. The Response rnterval was fixed at 15

seconds. The Onset and. Durat,ion fntervals could each be operated in two

!'¡ays. vùhen either or both were set to the "actuaL controlr'moder; the

permanently wired number 99.9 was presented to the pre-settable counters-

fn this case' the progr¿Im lras advanced to the next inÈerval manually by

the experimenter. In the "prediction" cond,itions, however, three easily

3th" requirements for the dispray and. control units were determined
by Dr. Janes Nickels, Les Bell and Florence Vantress. The unit,s were
designed and built by Les Bell.

i: ì i.:,1
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adjusted rotary switches selected any nuÍiber up to gg.g. as required-

In the "no control" mode, conÈrol of the intervals was identical to the

"prediction" mode. Onset and duration intervals as d,ete::nined by the , 1,,,,..,'

actual control subjects Ì¡ras measuïed by two digital clocks. ":'': 
:1

The dispray unit presented to the subjects was in a separate

housing irom the previously mentioned control unit (see Appendix C for a

picture of the display box). two large (7/B'wid,e x L r/4* rong) red.

L"E.D. numeric read,outs (digits) were viewed by the subject,s from a

sloping panel which was part of a 6 x 5 x 4 inch cabinet,- These digits

showed the two most, significant numbers contained, in the down-counters

discussed ¡lrove during the Onset and Duration fntervals in the "actual

control" and, "prediction" conditions. The display was blanked out during

the Response Interval. In the "no control" condition, the display

was altered, each second as in the other condit,ions, but merely reflecÈed

ttre arithmetic of rapidly adding 57 Eo ä two-decade counter every

second. For example, the nr:mbers appeared. in the following seçfuence:

72t 29, g6, 43, Oo, 57, L4, 7!r 3g.

Independent Variables

The basic desigm of the e>çeriment was a 3 x s x ä x ä rrigr,",

order repeat'ed. measures design with three between subject variables

(t1pe of control of the onset, type of contror of the duration, and.

generalized expectancíes for control) and, one within subjecÈ variable

(pre- and posttrial measurements). A sunmary of the design is
illustrated in Table 1. The design applied to the following dependent
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TABLE 1

EXPERI¡,TEIIITAL DESIGIü

Measured f-E
Category Experimental Conditions

Internals

Externals

Onset Ðuration

Actual control Actual control

tilo control

Prediction Actual control
Prediction
No control

No control Actual control

No control

Actual control Actual control
prediction

No cont,rol

Prediction Actual control
Prediction
No control

No control Actual control
prédiction

No control



Variables: expectancy for success, skil1 attribut,ion, chance attri-

butj-on, percentage of errors missed, and nr:mber of words read.. Pain

ratings were measured on a posttrial basis by a 3-way analysis of

variance using the 3 previously mentioned. between varia.bles.

Generalized eæectençies f . As stated previously,

*oaa.t'lãlr-r-E scate was administered prior to the main experi-

ment and sr:bjects were selected on the basís of their scores on this

sca1e. Ten ínternals and, ten externals were assigned to each of the

nine treatmênt conditions ín the manner described in the procedure.

Control of the onset. Subject,s were assigned to one of three

onset condÍtions. Sr:bjects in the actual control condition indicated

when they wanted the aversíve sti¡nuli to start. The nu¡rlcers in the dis-

play box began ät 99 and, d.ecreased sequentially. When the subjects wanted.

the noíse to startn they stated out loud the number that was then being

displayed" Subjects in the prediction condition knew when the aversive

stimulí would begin. The nr:mbers in the display box decreased sequen-

tíaIIy until 00 was reached. Vlhen 00 was displayed, the subjects stated

"zero" out loud. At the finish of zero on the display, the white noise

st,arted. Subjects in the no control cond,ition could neither determine

when nor knew when the aversíve stimuli would occur. The numbers in the

disp1ayboxgavenoinformationabouttheonsetofthewhitenoise.In

order to insure that the no control subjects also watched the, display,

they were told to state out loud whatever number was being displayed when

Èhe noise started.

Control of the duration. Subjects were assigned. to one of three

duration conditions. Subjects

when they wantéd. the aversive

in the actual control condition indicated

28

stimuli to stop- The numbers in the display
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' box began at 99 artd decreased sequentially. !,I?ren the sr:bjects wan¡e{ the

noise to stop, they stated out loud the nnmber that was then being

displayed. Subjects ín the prediction condition knew when the aversive 
.,;,.;; ,;.,r

stimuli would stop. The numbers in the dísplay box decreased sequent.ially '"'1rr':'

until O0 rsas reached" When OO was displayed, the subjects stated, "zero!'
;

out Loud" At the fínísh of 00 on the display, the white noise stopped.
l;':"; ;:-
l:r : .. jj- -Subjects in the no control condítion could neither determine the duratÍon i:r'..,.;.,,1

nor knew the duration of the aversive stimuli. The nurnbers in the dis- 
i,,,,..,;,,,,..,

play box gave no inforznation about the d,uration of the white noise- In 
:':: i :

order to insure that the subjects watched the display, they were told. l

i

to state whatever nunber was being d.isprayed when the noiss stopped. I

Pretrial ,and Posttriar Measurements- The experiment involved two

periods of measurement. The measurernents were taken: (tr) before each

subject $tas exPosed to the aversive sti¡ruli (pretrial); and (2) after

the 15 trials of white noise (posttrial). pretrial and posttrial meas-

urements constituted. a repeated or within subject variahle-

Dependent, Variables

. The following is a list of dependenË wariables in the order in

which they were presented to the subjecÈ:

E>qrecË3ncy for success. Expectancy for success was measured by

asking each subject to sÈaÈe the percentage of errors that she expected.

to locate in the proofreading task.

qE¿lL attribution. The influence of a number of faetors in deter-

mining proofreading performance was measured by the Attribution euestion-
!L - r --!!---r Jnaire (see Appendix D). Each subject índicated the contribution she felt

each of the follô!,¿ing factors makes in determining the percenÈage of i,,,,,,,,,-.', '
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errors for:nd in the proofreading task: your present skil1 aÈ proofread,-

ing; your pasÈ e:æerience at pïoofreading and performing similar tasks;

your mental, enotional, and physical state. during the proofreading task;

your luckt charicè; the kind of passage; the È1pe of errors in the passaget

and, other. Skill attribution r¡/as measured, by taking the percentage of

influence attríbuted to factor A: "your present skill at proofreading.r'

Chance attribution. Chance attribution was measured. by takingi the

percentages of ínfluence each subjecÈ attributed to factor D ("your

luck") and factor E (ìchance") on the Attribïrtion QuestíonnaÍre.

=ading tasks4 required
:

each subject. to correct errors in a passage approximately two pages in

length. Each page of the tasks contaÍns about. 25O words and there are

about 15 errors on each page. Errors were misspellings, transpos!-tions,

grarmratical mistakes, punctuation errors and typographical errors.

Copies of Proofreading Task A and.Proofreading Task B are located in

Appendix E. To control f.or possible differences in the difficulty of the

passages one half of the subjects were griven Task A first and half of the

subjects vtere given Task B first. Percentage of errors missed was

measured by dividing the number of errofs missed (not found) by the nr:mber

of errors possible to locate at the point the subject. r^tas told to sÈop

work (i.e., after 5 minutes). The nr¡nber of word.s read by each subject

l-.

¡'i,

4rh"=e tasks are modifed
Singer (1972) and Glass, Singer
taken from sectíons of Jacobfs
American cities-

versíons of the one used b1z G1ass and
and. Friedman (1969) - The passages were

(196I) The deaËhjnd life, of grea!
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was also measured to determine if the mean nu¡nber of word.s was similar
among sr.rbjects ín the various conditíons.

Pain rptings. pain ratings \^rere measured. only on a posttrial
basís" Following each of the 15 test trials of white noise, each sgbject

rated the white noise in terms of itts pleasantness-painfulness on the

Noise RaËing scale (see Appendix F, for a copy of the Noise Rating scale).
on this 15 point scale, minus seven indícated that the noise was

extremely preasant, plus seven that the noise vras extremely painful,
and zero that the noise was neutral" Total pain ratings $rere measured

by summing the noise rating scores on the 15 trials for each subject.

Procedure

Each subject was given a common description of the purpose of
the experi¡nent ând the nature of the proofreading task (see Appendix G).

Each subject was then requested to state her expectancy for success

(in terms of the percentage of errors she e:çected to rocate) on the

proofreading task. After the subject filled out the Attrjbution

Questionnaire, she was given 5 minutes to complete the proofreading task.

subject was gíven 5 pretest. trials of white noise in order Èo

find her particular level of noise sensitivity. Ðuring these trials
the white noíse began at a row leveI of intensity and increased in
íntensity unÈil tJre sr:bject indicated that her plus fíve level on the ,,;,',

Noise Rating Scale was reached. The highest intensity of white noise

reached during these pretest trials was used, for the 15 test trials of
white noise.

31

sr:Jrjects in the prediction and no control conditions were yoked
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to subjects in the actual control conditions- Yoking of ttre groups v¡as

accomplished by taking the laten cy and./or d,uration Èj:ne on each trial for
a given sr:bjecÈ in the actual control group and using thaÈ time for a

srrbject Ín the prediction condition and a sr:bject in the no control con-

dition. A charÈ illustrating the exact yoking proced,ure can be found in
Appendix H- Internals and externals were assigned to one of the nine

treatment conditions on a separate basis. For exanpre, the first
internal sr:bject was placed into the actual control of the onset and

actual control of the duration condition. The nexË five internals were

randomty assígned to one of the conditions in which actual control was

possible (including another actual control of the onset and actual control
of the duration conditions). The next four internar sr:bjects were

randomly placed into one of the four conditions in which actual control

vlas not possible. this procedure was forlowed until there were lo
internals in each condition. The same proced,ure was followed for the

external subjects

Followingr the specific instrucËions for the nine treatment condi- r,r,i,;,,,,..,,j..::'.. .--.__::

tions (see Appendix I). each subject was given 15 trials of whiÈe noise. i.,¡,;-:,r,.,,, .,

Eerval, an onset period 
ì:::::;:'::: '

and a duration period. During the response interval, the subject rated

Èhe time
:.:, , ,, ,. 

i ,,

between the onset of the lighted díspIay and the onset of the white ¡',"1't¡,i''.''t.

noise- The duration period, consisted of the time between the onset and.

the termination of the white noise-

Additional measures of expectancy for success, skill and chance

attribution, and percentage of errors missed on Èhe proofread.ing task
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were obtained for each sr:bject. The subject then filted out a question-

naire concerníng her perceptÍons of the e>çerimentar procedures and

hlpotheses" A copy of the questions in the post-Experi:nental euestion-
naire is located ín Appendix J. Each question was actualry written on

a separate piece of paper. Lastly, the subject was told that, she woùld

receive more information concerning the experiment and her perforrnance

by mail after the experiment was completed and, after the d,ata was

analyzed.



CTIAPTER III

RESULTS

Effectivenegs of Experimental Manipulations

Four scales from the Post-E:çerimental Questionnaire were used,

to determine the subjectrs perceptions of the controllabirity and

predictability of the white noise. Each of the scales ranged from 0

(either no control or not, preclictable) to 10 (either compleÈe conË,rol

or very predictabre). see Appendix K for the means of these scales.

3 x 3 x 2 analyses of variance tests were performed on the scores from

each scale (see Appendix L for the surunary tables)

Control of the onset. In terms of control of the onset, an

analysis of variance revealed significant main effects for generalized,

e>çectancies for control (F = 3.87, df = L/L62, p 1-O5) and the type

of control of the onset (f = 49.82, df = 2/162, p 1.OOI)- Internals

felt that they had more control of the onset than externals. using

the Tukey HSÐ method of making paír-wise comparisons (Kirk, 196g) for
type of onset control, it was found that subjects in the acÈual control

condition felt that they had more conÈrol than subjects in the predic-

tion and no control cond.itions (p 1.OL), and that subjects in the

prediction condition felÈ that they had more control than subjects in

the no control condition 1p a.01). Thus, the manipulation of actual

control of the onset was effective.

Control of the duration. An analysis of variance concerning con-

trol of the duration indicated a significant main effect for type of

r,' .' . 1:,:
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control of the d,uration (F = 73.s7, df = 2/162, p 1.001). subsequent

analysis using the Tukey HSD method indicated that sr-rbjects in the
actual control condition felt that they had more contror than subjects
in the prediction (p¿ -or) and no contror conditions (p <.or), and

that sr:bjects in the predictíon condit,ion felt that they had more

control than sr:bjects in the no control condition (p 4 -O5) - Thus,

the manipulation of actual control of the duration was effective.
Predíctabirity of the o+se!. For predictabiliÈy of the onset

an analysis of variance índicated significant, main effects for type
:

of onset control (F = 4.73, ð,f = 2/162, p 1.or), and t11ge of duration
control (F = 5.68, d,f = 2/L62, p 1.OI). Sr:bsequent analysis concern-

ing the type of onset control using the Tukey HSD method indicated
that subjects in the actual control condition found the onset of the

white noise more predÍctabre than subjects in the predicËion (p {.os)
and no control (p ( .05) cond.itions, and that, subjects in the predic-

tion and no contror conditions did not differ from each other (p Þ.05).
Thus, the predictability of onset .\^ras.not successfully manipurated.

subsequent analysis concerníng the ttpe of duration using the Tukey

HSD method reveared that sr:bjects in the actual control cond,iÈion found,

the onset more predictable than subjects in the no control condition
(p 4.05) but not more than subjects in the prediction condition
(p > .05). The difference between subjects ín the prediction and no

control condiËionr r"" not signiflcant 1n >, .05) -

PrqdiclabiliÈy of the duration. rn terms of predictabirity of
the duration an analysis of variance revealed significant main effects
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for tlpe of control of the duration (F = 10.10, df = 2/LJ.62, p ¿.00I) "

Sr:bsequent analysis using the Tukey HSD method indicated. that sr:bjects

in the actual control condition found the duration more predictable than

subjects in the no control condition (p <.01) buÈ not more than

suJcjects in the prediction condition (p > .05). The differenee beÈween

subjects in the prediction and no controf conditions vras not signifi"-

cant (p >'.05)" Thus, Ëhe predictability of the duration was not

successfully manipulated.

Hlt>otheses

rn the anarysis of the effects of the ind,ependent variabres,

both multivariate and univariate techniques were used. The mult,ivari-

ate test of the equality of mean vectors for each hypothesis was used,

as a control for Type I error in the rlray suggested by Cramer and, Bock

(1968) " rn this procedure the muttivariate anarysis is used to

establish an accurate omnibus error rate for the depend.ent variables
by taking into account the exact variance-covariance matrix between

tlre dependent, variables (Gabriel & Hopkins, f974). The rejection of

the null hypothesis using a multivariate test h¡as a prerequisite for

the test,ing of the hypothesis for the separate univariate d.ependent

variables. The erxor raÈe per hlpothesis r^ras selected. at .05.

Since the percentage of errors rnissed might vary according to

the number of words read, number of words read was used as a d,epend-

ent variable and as a control for percentage of errors missed. Thus,

the univariate F for peïcentage of errors missed was obtained by the

multivariate generalization of covaríance, the step down F (Bock,

l---.-.--'

i.. .:
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1966). In other words, the effect of nr¡mber of words was eliminated

in all univariate tests of percentage of errors missed-

The analysis of the major hypotheses vras performed sequentially.

Sínce type of control of the onset, and, tlpe of control of the duration

should have no effect prior to treatmento differences between the tlpe
of control of the onset and tlpe of control of the duration conditions

on the pretrial measures had to be eliminated from tests of differenc.es

on the posttrial measures. Therefore, the hypotheses concerninE type

of contror of the onset, type of coirtrol of the d.uration, and the

ínteraction of these two variables with generalized e>çectancies for
control were tested by multivariate and univariaÈe analyses of covari-

ance. The fíve pretrial measures of expectancy for success, skirl
attributíon, chânce attributiotrr p€tîc€ntage of errors missed and numbei

of words read were used as covariates_for tests of the six postÈrial

measures. Through the use of covariance for these hlpotheses, their
intêractions with pre- and. posttriai measurements were eliminated.

since generalized e>qgectancies for conÈrol might,, for theoreticar

reasons' have a legitimate infruence on the pretrial measures,

analysis of covaríance hras not applied to d.ifferences between

internals and externals. The dífferences between generarized

expectancíes for control were analyzed by repeated measures analysis

considering both between- and within- (pre-post) factors (Kirk, 196g) -

Thus, the analysis of the hlpotheses incruded the following:

(1) for the first and second, hypotheses, an analysis of between sub-

jects measures on the posttrial measuïes usíng the pretrial measures

'-. . .-...:.'
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as covaríates (see Appendix Q for the sunmary table; see Appendix R,

for the means) ¡ (2) for the third hypothesis an analysis of between

subject factors across pretrial and posttrial measures (see Appendix

S, for the strlrunary tabLe; see Appendix T for the means); and (3) for
pre- and posttrial measurement and the interaction of pre- an¿ posttrial
measurement with generalized e>rpectancies for control, an analysis of
within subject factors (see Appendix u for the summary tarrre). A

summary of the multivariate analyses of variance for the hypotheses is
presented in Table 2. For the analysis of covariance the 1ikelihood

'' ratio test for the hypothesis of parallelism (Bock, 1966) was nonsigr_
tnificant (L' = I23.3g7, df = 5l_0, p Þ .25).

The first hypothesis stated that subjects in the onset actual
control condition r¡rill have higher expectancies for success, higher

skill attribution, lower chance attribution, a smalrer percentage of
errors missed, a rarger number of words read, and lower pain ratings
than subjects in the onset prediction and. onset no control conditions-

' As indicated in TabLe 2 the rnultivariate test of the effecÈ of type

of onset control was nonsignificant (p 1 -2Lg3). Thus, there were no

signifícant differences between onset actual control, onset prediction,

and onset no control on any of the dependent variables.

The second hypothesis stated that subjects in the duration ac-

tuar control condition will have higher expectancies for success,

higher skill attributíon, Iower chance attribution, a êmaller percent-

age of errors missed., a l-arger number of words read, and lower pain

ratings than subjects in the d.uration prediction and d.uration no control
conditions- As indicated in Table 2 the multivariate test of the effect
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TABI.E 2

Multivariate and Univariats Analyses of Variance

For Tests of Hypotheses

Source df MS F p

Betlqeen Subj ects
Generalized E>qpectancy of Control (Gen expla

Multívariate
No. words read
? Errors míssed
Pain ratings
ExpecÈancy for success 6 44a.9377 0.3983 .52g9

Expectancy for success i-62 LILT-L777
Skill attribution L62 1334.6838
Chance attribution 162 23L.4L79

Tlpe of Onset Control (Ons Con)
Multivariate
No. words read
I Errors missed
Expectancy for success 12 39.2969 o.4olg .669g

Skill attribution
Chance attribution

Subject Within croupsa
No. words read
% Errors missed
Pain ratings

Skill attribuËion
Chance attríbution
Pain ratings

Skill attribution
Chance attribution
Pain ratings

6 853.6853 0.6396 .4250
6 2204-9956 9"52A2 .OO24

L62 17151-8711
162 427"3213
L62 423.L35A

2.5766 .0208
6 9797.6L33 0.5710, .4510
6 L47'.O638 0.4g65D .4823
6 672"799A 1"5900 "20sL

1.2963 "219312 7890.3750 3.3847. .0364
t2 307.0352 1-5632D .2:.28

L2 80.6L52 I-3786 "255012 zd'"a+ss L.236s .zs3r
12 LL4"L2LL 0.2783 .7575

1.6573 "0755L2 279-AOAO O.1r9Z .8873
L2 33-5098 0.34r6D .7tL2

Type of Duration Control (Dur Con) 
c

Multivariate
No" lfords read
% Errors missed
Expectancy for success 12 2r-r494 o"2L62 .go5g

r.._ ..... .. : ..1 .-1

L2 13"1875 0.2255 "7984L2 30.9473 L"29rL .2979
L2 3437.8008 8.3847 .ooo4

ConÈinued.. .
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TÃBI.E 2 (CONTINUED)

Source df MS pI'

Ons Con x Dur Conc
Multivariate
No. words read,
? Errors missed
Expectancy for success
Skil1 attribution
Chance attribution
Pain ratings

ons Con x Gen Expc
Multivariate
No. words read
eo Errors missed
Expectancy for success
Skill attribution
Chance attribution
Pain ratings

Dur Con x Gen Expc
Multivaríate
No. words read
? Errors missed
Expectancy for success
Skill attribuÈion
Chance aÈtribuÈion
Pain ratings

Ons Con x Ðuï Con x Gen Expc
Multivariate
No. words.read
ã Errors missed
Expectancy f,or success
Skill attribution
Chance attribution
Pain ratings

24
24
24
24
24
24

202L-4375
92.5t46
64.9805
28.L5t2
36.I64L

386"4629

1003.3437
14-8770
5L-4082
98.0977
43.7559

164.5L37

L887.L250
5.4824

242.3633
L73.26L7
Ll.0254
82.L602

I7IO.9062
16. 1680
72.2070
73. 3809
1I.5381

464-6035

a-7392
a-a67L
0.42r,2b
o.6644
0.4814
1.5087
o-9426

t-7794
o-4304
o-o738b
0- 5256
I-6775
1.A254
a-40L2

o-9528
0.8095
o-0864b
2-478I
2.962s
o-4600
o.2004

0.-7598
0 - 7339
0. o384b
o- 7383
L-2549
o-4813
t_ 1332

Continued.-..

.8L22

.4852
-7940
-6L77
.7494
.2023
.44LO

.67L9

.6510

.9289

.5922

.1902

.l.646

.67A2

.4945

.4469

.9L73

.0872

.0546
-6322
.8186

.7883

.5701

.9972

.5672

.2902

.7494

.3430

i"..i::- r,

i .:. t- :: ::t..-..1

T2
T2
T2
L2
L2
L2

t2
T2
T2
L2
L2
L2

24
24
24
24
24
24

I i:..
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TABLE 2 (CONTINT'ED)

Source pFMSdf

Subj Vüithin croupsc
No" words read
t Errors missed
E:çectancy for success
Skíll attribution
Chance attribtuion
Pain ratings

Pre- and Post-tríal
Multivariate
No. words read
A Errors missed
Expectancy for success
Skill attribution
Chance attribution

Gen Exp x Pre postd
MuLtivariate
No. word,s read
3 Errors missed
Expectancy for success
Skill attri3ution
Chance attribuÈion

Subj Within Groups
. No. words read

å Errors missed,
E:çecÈancy for success
Skil1 attribution
Chance attribution

(Pre-Post) d

233I" 2058
t26.t704
97 -80L7
58.4769
23.9705

410. 0081

5 18164.LI87
5 1677 "497r5 1862.4460
5 288.799L
5 680.5540

5184.1836
86. 3891

130.0498
0.3556

62.4220

65.0782
L4.4676

L25-9523
64.L653
32.6110

L57
L57
L57
157
157
L57

20.9840
42.8888.
16. r388D
L4-7869
4"5009

20.86A9

L.L679
r.224L
o-4t27b
1.0325
o-0055
1.9141

" 0001
.0001
" 0001
.0002
.0354
.0001

.3273

.2702

.52L6

.3111

.9408

.1684

L62
L62
L62
]-62
L62

aTested, across both pretrial and posttrial measures.
bOba.ined by the multivariate generalization of covariance, the

step down F (Bock, 1968)
cTested by analyses of covariance for posttrial measures using thefíve pretrial measures as covariates,
dTested as within subject factor (multivariate tests

minus pre-score transformations) .
with post-
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of Èype of contror of the duration was nonsignificant (p 4.0755) -

Thus' there $rere no significant differences between subjects in the

actual control, prediction and no control conditions on any of the

dependent variables

The third hypothesís stated that internal-s and externals in
congruent controL conditions would have higher e:<pectancies for
succ€s$r higher skill attribution, lower chance attributionr a smalLer

percentage of erroïs missed, a larger nunrlcer. of words read, and, lower
'

pain ratings than internals and externals in incongruent conditions-

Also, for the prediction conditions, it was e>çected. that internars

would have higher expectancies for sugcess, higher skill attribution,
lower chance attributíon, a smaller percentage of errors missed, a

larger number of words read, and lower pain rat.ings than externals. As

indicated in Table 2, the multivariate tests of the interactions of type
of contror of the onset with generalized expectancies for control

þ z -6719) and type of contror of the duration with generalized

expectancies for control (p <, .4945) were nonsigmificant. Thus,

internals and externals díd not significantry differ in any of the
tlpe of contror conditions on any of the depend.ent variables-

The multivariaÈe tests on pre- ahd posttriar measurements

(p <.OOl) and generalized expectancies for control (p 4-020g)
were found to be significant. The univariate effecÈs of pre- and,

posttrial measurements on each of the depend.ent variabtes can be

found' in Table 2-. Pre- and posttriat d.ifferences $zere found for all
of the d.ependent measures.

l: _:

corfÞs:t-.-
OF MAN|IO8A

-
{ree¿nÉs

The univariate eff,ects of generâlized. erçectancies
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on each of the dependent variables is found in Tab1e 2. A significant
effect was found for chance attribution (p <.OtO24). ExÈernals tended.

to attribute success on the proofreading tasks more to chance factors
than internals on both the pretrial and posttrial measurements (no

significant generalized e>çectancies for contror by pré- and posttriar
measurement interaction was for:nd). The univariate Ëests of qeneral-

ized expectancies for control for all other depend.ent variables were

nonsigmificant.

Post. Hoc Analvses

Additional analyses $rere conducted in order to provide more

' information. The analyses were performed. on: the onset and. duration
j

! times of the actual control subjects; the decibel levels of white
:

- 
noise that the subjects r^rere exposed, to; and. the subjects! perception

, of the purpose of the display box.
o¡çet and duration times. six groups of subjects had àctual

control of the onset of the aversive stimuli. on each of the 15

tríals of white noise, the onset time was d.elineated as the inter-
val between the appearance of the lighted numbers on the display and

the subjectls response to begin Èhe white noise. A 3 x 2 anarysis

of variance on the totar onset ti:ne for each of the 15 trials (see

Appendix M, for the surunary table; see Appendix }tr, for the means)

revealed no significant main effects or interaction effects.
Six groups of subjects had actual control of the duration of

the aversive stimulí. The duration time was specified as the interval
between Ëhe onset of the white noise and the subject's response to
terminate the noise" A 3 x 2 analysis of variance on the total dura-

t'ion time for the 15 trials for each subject (see Append.ix M, for the

I

l
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su¡nrnary table; see Appendix N, for the means) revealed, a signj-ficant,

maín effect for type of onset control (E = 4,33, df = 2/s4, p <.05).
Sr.r-bsequent analysis using the Tukey HSD method indicated that subjects

in the actual control of the onset condition were exposed to the

white noíse for a shorter time period than subjects in the no control

of the onset condition (p 1 .05), while subjects in the prediction

condition did not differ significantly in duraÈion t.ime from either

sr:bjects ín the actual control or subjects in the no contror cond.i-

tions (p >,.05).
Decibel levels of whíte noise. Duríng the pretest trials each

subject was asked to indicate which leveI of noise coincided with

Ëheír pLus five level on the Noise Rating Sca1e- The plus five level

for each subject was then used for the 15 test trials of white noise.

Since the plus fi.ve levels were subjective and varied. from 79

decibels to 105 decibeLs, a 3 x 3 x 2 analysis of variance was

performed in order to determine if the j¡¡tensíÈy of rvhite noise that

alent. This analysis

revealed no significant main effects or interaction effects (see

Appendix O) for the sullrrnar-lu table for ttre analyses of variancei see

Appendix P, for {re means}

Subjectsr perception of thç purpose of- the di.,sp1ay box" Ques-

tion number 6 of the Post-Experi:nental Questíonnaire asked the subjects:

"lVhat did you think was the purpose of the light'ed nruribers?" The

three most conmon responses r^7ere that¡ (I) t?rey served as a tíming

d,evice for the subject and/or experimenter; (2) they !ìrere meant to be
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a distraction from the white noi.se; and (3) they were meant to be an

interference in concentration (serving as an additional stimulus to

attend to) " Chi-square tests were performed on the number of subjects

in each tlpe of control of the onset and type of control of the d.ura-

tion group who mentioned a distraction or concentration hl4pothesis in

order to deÈermine if one or more of these different conditions may

have ínfluenced how the numbers lvere perceíved. The difference for
),tlpe of onset was nonsignj.ficant (X.- = 1.19, df, = 2, p >.05). For

t
type of duration, there lrras a signíficant difference (,('= 53.17,

df, = 2t p 1.00f). The number of subjects in the duration no control

condition (43) who mentioned distraction or ínterference with eoncen-

tration was significantly higher than the nr¡mber of subjects in the

actual control ( 9,) or prediction (1I) groups.

l'.:::-:'r:::r.

I



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSTON

Despite the signi"ficant differences between internals and

externals on chance attribution of the proofreading tasks, none of the
hypotheses I^/ere confirmed- These findings will be discussed in terms of
the methodological problems Ì.ríth the present study and the specific
hlpotheses' Recqrnrnendations for futr:re research will also be d.iscussed-
Methodglogiçat problems

There were severar.methodologicar probrems v¡ith Èhe present
study which may have influenced the resurts. First, the predictabil_
ity of the aversive stimuli did not seem to have been successfurly
manipurated since subjects in the prediction conditions did not
perceive the onset or duration of the aversive sÈimuri as significantly
more predictabl-e than subjects in the no control condiÈions. one

reason for this finding may be that although subjects in the prediction
conditions knew on each trial when the noise would, start or stop (that
is, after the o0 occurred in the dispray box), the first nu¡nber in the
display box varied from trial to triar and the subjects did not know

before each trial how rnany seconds (or numbers) would, elapse before ttre
noise started or stopped. rn other words, they had ress information
than if they knew, for example, that on each trial the noise would last
five seconds. This reduced information, therefore, may have lowered
their sense of predict.ability to a lever símilar to that of the no

control subjects. rn add,ition, the use of a constant fifteen second
period may have increased the predictability of the noise for s'bjects
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in the onset no control condition. That is, arthough the no contror
jects did not know exactly,when the noise wourd start, they kner,r that,

sub-

iÈ
wouLd occur sometime after the numbers appeared in the dispray box
(since the nr¡mbers rdere blanked out during the response period). This

much informat,ion may have led them to be prepared for the noise any

tÍme after the display light came on and thus increased their subject,ive
feeling of predictability.

Hotuever, although the srrbjects in the prediction condiÈions did
not find the aversive sti¡ruli more predictabre than subjects in the no
control conditions they did have, at the reast, a signar right before
the onset and termination of the noise (í.e., 

.tl:e occurrenee of 0O in
the display box). past findings concerning the effects of sigmalred
versus unsígnalled aversive stimuri have been contradictory. rn some

¡eI- of autonomic arousal,
higher rePorts of painfurness, and were less preferred. than signalred.
shocks (D'Amato & Gunenik t 196O¡ Lanzetta & Driscoll, 1966;

Pervin, L963¡ l'eiss, 1970) " However, in a series of studies, Furedy

and Doob (Lg72) for¡nd that signalled shock did not red.uce the rated
aversiveness of shocks and they were not preferred to unsigmalled ones.
rn addition, in a study of the aftereffects of signarred and unsignalred
noise (Grass & singer, r97o), signalred. noise did not resurÈ in better
proofreading perfoïmalxce than unsignalred noise and the ratings of the
aversiveness of the signalled noise \,ùas simirar to that of unsignalred
noise, Thus" in the present study, the presence of a sigmal had no

effect and confirms other findings that sigrnalling does not reduce stress.

':-: :.: .::..

'- : -:. :'r :
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It should be noted, howeverr. thaÈ subjects in the predic-
tion condition felt that they had significantly more control
of the aversive stimuli than subjects ín the no control conditions.
Thus, they might be expected to respond differently than no
control sr:bjects regardress of the simirarity in their predicta_
bility scores. However, no dífferences rüere found.

Although the ineffectiveness of the manípuration of Èhe
predictabílity conditions may help e>çrain the similarity Ín
responses between subjects on the prediction and no contror condi-
tions, it does not e>çlain why the subjeq.s in the actuar contror
condltions responded in a simirar way to subjects in the other
two conditions- A second problem v¡ith the present stud,y, which
nay help explain the findings, \¡¡as that all 0f the subjects were
e:çosed to one type of unpredictabre noise - aperiodic or
irregrular noise - thus, they might be e>çecËed to behave in a sim-
ilar manner"

' some Ínvestigators have var¡red, predictability in terms of
its periodicity (e'g'r Gr.ass & singer, lg|z¡ Mayhew, rg72t- rn
these cases the onsets of the noise occurred aÈ regular periods
and lasted for regrular intervals- The findings from these stud.ies
suggest, that predictable noise is ress stressful than unpredictable
noise' Foï example, aperiodic noise led to more proofreading
erroïs and less frustration tolerance than periodic noise.
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Hence, the periodicity of the stimuli, at 1easÈ with noiser may be
more important than the mere presence of a signal. rn the present stud,y,
all of the subjects were exposed to aperiod,ic noise. That is, in terms
of the onset Èhe actual control subjects determined when the noise would.
start and there was trial by trial variability in terms of the onset
tj¡res of the avensive stimuli. Through the yoking procédure, the subjects
in the other two conditions rÁ7ere erposed, to similar variable onset Èj:nes.
Att'hough the actuar control subjects f,ound the onset of the white noise
more predictabre tha' subjects ín the other two conditions, ar' of
the subjects heard aperiodic noise.

Previous research (e.g", Glass, Friedman, & Singer, L969¡
Mayhew, 1969) suggests that control of the d,uration of aperiodic
noise is less stressful in terms of proofreading performance than no
control' As stated previously the d,uration of noise in the present study
can be categorized as aperiodic; however, the findings did not confirm

. previous results. fn prevÍous stud,iesr however. subjects had only
potential control in terms of the presence of a button and, the use of
the button meanè the termLnation of the noíse for the entire experiment.
Actual control, as in the present study¡ Dêy have been more stressful
than pótential control sínce on each trial a response hras required to
stop the noise. rn addiÈion, feelings of contror may be stronger if one
knows that the entire experiment rather than a singre triar can be
termínated- Thus, limited feelings of control may account for the
simíIar behavior of actuar control and no contror sr:bjects in the
pïesent study.

lt.:.

,'::;:
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Third, the subjects in the no control conditions may have been
distracted from the fulr impact of the aversive stimuri through the
procedure used to validate that they were watchingr the display box
and thus they did not show the expected effects of having no control
over the aversive stinuri.' changing numbers in the display box were
used for the actual control conditions (so that subjecÈs could.

indicate by stating a number when they wanted. the nciise to start or
stop) and the prediction conditions (so that subjects would. know

through the use of o0 when the noise wourd starÈ or stop). since
attending to changing numbers might serve as a type of distraction from
the noise, changing numbers were atrso used in the no control condi_
tions so that the findings could be attributed to the type of control
rather than the attending to numbers in the display box. To insure
that the no control subjects watched. the dispray box, they vrere asked

to state the numbers beíng displayed rvhen the iroise started or stopped.
Holn¡ever, this procedure may have led the subjects in the no conÈrol
condition to become so ínvorved with the task of rvaÈching and stating

' numbers during exposure to the ìoi=. that the noise became second.ary

and had ríttle impact on them. This possibirity is supported in terms
of the duration no contror condition since Èhe subjectsl pain ratings
were smaller than in the other two cond,iÈions and the subjects tended,

to report that.the purpose of the display box was to disÈract them or
interfere with concentration. This e>çranation isn,t rikery for the
onset no control subjects since their pain raÈingis v/ere sÌmirar to those
subject.s ín the onset actual control and pred.iction condiÈions and

they did not tend to.perceive the display box as a distraction or
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interference.

It is also possible that the sr:bject,s in the no control conditions
via their stating numbers when the noise started, or stopped had. the

illusion of control" Langer and Roth (19?5) found, evid,ence that
suggests thaÈ people have a strong motivation to see control and that
a single cue can be enough to induce the illusion of control. rn the
present study, it isn't likely that stating a number led. to an illusion
of control since subjects in the no control conditíon felt like they

had significantly less conÈrol than subjects in the other conditions.

Although the no control cond,itions \^rere meant to serve as compar-

isons (tradit'ional control groups) for Èhe effects of actual :control
and prediction, an additional no-noise control group wouf-d. have been

beneficial in the present study. That is, there were no significant
differences between the groups and it isnrt clear if a1l groups experienced

stress or if stress was reduced, for alr groups (by contror and predíction

or by distraction in the no control groups). An additional no-noise

control group might have clarifíed this issue-

rÈ may suffice in future research to simply ask the no contror

subjects to watch the changing nr:mbers in the display box if a reasonable

e:çlanation is gíven to them for doing so, ThaÈ is, no explanation

may result in the sr:bjects busying or distracting themselves with hypo-

theses about the meaning of the changing numbers. The alternatives of
showing the no control subjects constant numbers or deleting the display
box frorn the no control condit,Íons assumes that watching changing numbers

i:-:;: ".'
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has no distraction effects for the subjects in the actual control and

prediction conditions. A better procedure would involve pilot studies
to determine which condition (no display or constant numbers) led to
the least distraction from the aversive st,imuli.

Although the possibLe involvement of the no control subjects in art

additional task may herp e>çlain why subjects in the no contror condi-
tion did not differ from subjects in the actual control or prediction
conditions, this does not explain why in the present study subjects

in the actual cont'rol conditions respond,ed like subjects in the predic-
tion condition. rt may be that knowing when the onseÈ or d,uration of
an aversive event is to occur is similar to having actual control 0f
the event or, as previously mentíoned., the periodicity of füe aversive

event is more important than actual control of it.
A fourth probrem wíth the present study has to d.o with the meas-

urement of Èhe dependent variabLes before exposure to aversive stjmuli.
Pretrial measures were taken- in order to determine subjects' iniÈial
responses. For exampre, it seemed important to know if initialry sub-

jects differed in the language and read.ing abilities related to good,

proofreading performance, These pretrial measures, however, could. have

caused several unexpected problems. First, the success or faik:re on

the first proofreading task may have been confound.ed wiËh the effect of
the controllable or uncontrollable e>æosure to r¿hite noise- That is,
uncontroll_able situations (e.g., noise, ínsoluble anagr€rms, etc.) Iead

to later herpless behavior (Hiroto, Lg74). Thus, for exam¡rre, a sgbject
in the uncontrollable situation in the present study may have experienced

:l'.'.r¡,'.:
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high success on the proofreading task and, this success may have been

more Í.rnportant than lack of control over the noise. Second ,

although it was e:çected that without fee¿1J:ack the expectancies on the

second task would not change (zajonc & Briclirnan, 1969) unless the

treatrnent conditions had an effect¡ the subjecÈs had the opportunity

prior to t'he second task to form hlzpotheses about whether their per-

formance should i-rnprove due to practice or become worse due to

Ð<¡)osure to the noise.

They courd also make a guess about, their proofreading ability.

¡e of errors found on the

fírst task and their expectancy for success on the second task was not

hjrgn- (t=-22), the subjects still could have been influenced by their
estimation of their success on the first task. The subject's estj¡nation

of their success might also have influenced skill attribution, chance

attribution, and their actual performance on the second task- rn

future research it may be helpfur to obtaín a measure of perceived

success right' after the conpletion of the fírsË task to determj.ne if
there. ís a high correlation between perceived success and. sr:bsequenÈ

measuïes.

Although a sj¡nilar proofrea.ding task has been used, extensively

by Glass, Singer and theír studenÈs (e.g", G1ass & Singer, l97Z) ,

there are several differences between their use of the proofread,ing

task and the use of the ones in the present study- rn the present study

a measure of proofreading perforxtance was obtained prior to exposure

to the noise, and as stated previousry, courd. have led to several

r.:.:- :.i: :ì;: ..
i: I.,.,.
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problems. second, no ongoing task was performed by the subjects d.ur-

Íng noise exposure in the present sÈudy. Glass and Singer (L9721

suggest that, perform¿rnce deficits after exposure to uncontrollable 
., ,,,.

and unpredictable noise may not occur unless the subjects are

actively involved j-n tasks during noíse exposure. Third, the proof

reading tâsks used in the present sLudy were shorter (two pages l,,...

versus seven pages) than in previous studies. A longer proofread- ,'.; ,': '','

ing task may be required to obtain the e>çected effects of control and,

prediction.However,ifpremeaSureSaretaken,two1ongproofreading

thus influence Èhe

in obtaining the proofreading performance deficits after exposure to
' uncontrollabl-e and unpredictable noise. Grass and, singer trg72) have

typically used nóise at the lOB decibel level v¡hile in the present

study the average level of noise was about 90 decíbels- The type of

noiseusedbyG1assandSinger(Lg72)invo1ved:...

..thefo11owingsoundssuperimposedupononeanoÈher:(a):
Èwo people speaking Spanish; (b) one person speaking Armenian;
(c) a mi-meograph machine; (d) a desk calculator; and" (e) a
typewriter (Glass s. Singer, 1972, p. 2SI.

In the present study white noise was used.-

Lastly, a recent study by Roth and tsr:bal (1975) found, ttrat the

effects of uncontrollable aversive events are increased. by the import-

ance of the tasks one has no conÈrol over and. the number of trials in

an uncontrollable siÈuation. In the presenÈ study, the e>çected effects

t..-.i"4....t _...
i.:. . ...,. _

i:i.r :,:- :.ì1:ì...-:t.
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for subjects in the no control situaÈion may have been obtained if the

proofreading tasks and the noise exposure trials had been described as

more i:nportant (í.e., related to the subjectst intelligence) and. if, ',,:r¡,.:,:.,'i.,.,,,

Ëhe nr-mber of trials had been more than 15 
': :: "

In summary, the results of the presenË stud,y may have bèen

influenced by the ineffectiveness of the manipulation of the predict-

ability of the aversive stimuli, the aperiod.ity of the white noise.

the distraction of subjects in the no control cond,it,ions from the

impact of the noise and the use of pretrials measures concerning the

proofreading tasks

The explanat,ious which best, account for the findings are the

aperiodicity of the noise, and the distractíon from the noise in

the no control condition

The Spgcifiq Hwotheses

The hypothesis which stated that subjects r¿ho could, d.eter¡nine

when the onset of the aversive stimuli would occur would have higher

e:çectancies for success, higher skirl attribution, rower chance

aÈËribution, better proofreading performance, and lower pain ratings

than subjects with prediction or no control of the onset was not

confirmed,. There were no sÍgmificanÈ differences between subjects

in the onset actual contror condition and, subjects in the onset

prédiction and onset nÒ control conditions on any of the dependent

variables even though the manipulation of control seemed effectir¡e.

The effects of control versus no controt of the onset of noise

have not been examíned. in previous studies and. with the exception of
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Pain ratings, previous onset control studies have not used Èhe depend.ent

variables included in the present study. The findings of the present

study are in line witTr previous findings that pain rat,ings are

not reduced by control of the onset of aversive stjmuli (Staub,

Tlrrsky & Schwartz, L97L¡ Pervin, 1963).

In the present study control of the onset might have been more

effective in reducing the impact of Èhe aversive stimuli if the subjects

in the actual control condit,ion had a more active role in delivering

the aversive sti¡nuli. The experimenter delivered the aversive stimuli

to all of the sr:bjects and control was possibte only in. teryrs of the

subjects being able to state when they wanted the noise to starÈ. The

use of'a switch or button by the actual control subjects might have

been more effective than a verbal response in reducing the impact of

the aversive sti:nuti.

That is, for example, Pervin (1963) found that one reason the

control condition was preferred to the no control one was that there

\úas a gréater correspondence between switch and shock and this

correspond,ence reduced the surprise of the shock. In the present

study control via a vetbal statement had no apparent advantage over no

control. ThÍs explanation is not likely, however, since the perceived

degree of control over the onset of the aversive stimuli was signifi-

cantly higher for subjects in the actual control condition than for

sr:bjects in Èhe no control condit,ion. It is more likely that either

actual control has no differential effect or that the periodicity of

the aversive stimuli is more important than actual control.
1..-:.-:..] .-] ::: :,:j!'
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The lack of difference in responses between subjecËs in the pre*
diction and no control conditions may be exprained, as discussed

previouslyr in terms of the ineffectíveness of the attenpt Èo vary
predictability as well as the aperiodicity of the noise. However, as

metnioned previously, Èhe results of some studies (e.g., Fured,y & Doob,

]:g72) suggesÈ that when predictability has been studied via the use

of a sigrnal, no differentiar effects have been found.

The similar resuLts between sr:bjects in ttre actual control an¿

prediction condition appear to be due either to the conrparable effects
of predíction and actual control on the dependenÈ variables or to the
aperiodicity of the aversive stimuli.

.

Thus, in terms of the type of onset, it ís tentatively concruded

ttrat actual control has no differential effect on the dependent vari-
ables used than prediction or no control.

The second hlpothesis which stated that subjecÈs in the actual
control of the duration condítion would have higher expectancies for
success' higher skill attribution, rower chance attrihution, better
proofreading performance, ard lower pain ratings than subjects in ttre
prediction and no control condítions \4ras not confirmed. There Ìeere no

sigmificant differences between sr:bjects in the duration actual con-

tror condition and subjects in the prediction and. no contror

conditions on any of the dependent variables even though actual control
subjects perceived that they had more control than subjects in the

other, two conditions

Thís finding is not in Line with Geer and, Maiseils (Lg72)

rl . ' , ',. '
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results which suggested that actual control leads to less stress than

predicÈion or no control. However, there are several differences

betrveen the Geer and Maisel study and the present one which may herp

accounÈ for the contradictory findings. First, Geer and, Maisel used

skin conductance responses as the de.oend.ent variables. ïÈ may be that
actual control effects physiological responses more reliably than

psychological ones. second, in the Geer and Maisel study, subjects

with actual control had the use of a button to terminaèe the aversive

stimuli rvhile in the present study subjects with actual control mad.e

verbal responses. As stated previously, a verbal respanse may not be as

effeciive as a switch or a button in eliciting feelings of contror-

Ttrírd, Geer and MaiseL used photographs of victims of violent d.eath as

the aversive stimuli while whiÈe noise was used in the present study.

Visual aversíve stimuli may influence behavior differently than auditory

aversive stimuli" Fourth, in Geer and l4aisel's study, subjects in the pre-

dictionconditionwerenotsupp1ied,asinthepresenÈstud¿with

external information (e.g., a clock) concerning the duraÈion of the-

aversivestimu1iandtheymaynot'havefoundtheaversivestimu.Ii

predicÈable. Lastly, in the Geer and. Maisel study, subjecÈs in the no

control condit,ion were exposed to unpredictahle onsets of the stimuli

while sr:bjects in the actual çontrol and predictable conditions knew

when (via a warning tone) the onset of the stimuli v¡as to occur.
I

Thus' the behavior of the no control subjects seems to be the result

of both unpredictable onsets and durations. ùhus, it is stilt not

clear if control and prediction function interchangeabry. since
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this issue is important, it should be the focus of future research.

rn terms of the type of d.uration contror, the results of
the present study indicated tha! subjects with actual conÈrol of the

duration did not differ from subjects in the prediction condition i¡r
ttreir perception of the predíctability of the whiÈe noise. This

findÍng suggests that on any gíven trial the subjects in the actual

control condition tended not to know when they would ask for Lhe noise

to be stopped. ïn other rvords, their contror can be categoriaed as

spontaneous (decided at the moment) control- Since prediction sr:bjects

know the duration of the aversive stimuli at the beginning of a tria1,
acÈual control and prediction condítions would be mo.re comparable if
Èhe actual control sr:bjects determined the d.uraËion before each trial .

Previous research has not distingnrished between spontaneous and pre-

determined control; however, these tvro tlG)es of control may not have

similar effects on behavior. For exampre, in Geer and Maíseros (l,g7z,

study, subjects in the actual control condition determined on each

trial the specific time for the terminatíon of the aversive stimuli
while subjects in the prediction condition lcrew beforehand how J.ong

the stimuli would last and the duration was constant' for each trial.
The effects of predictable versus unpredictable duraÈions of

aversivest'imu1ihavenotprevious1ybeenexamined.A1ttrorrghno

differences Ìvere found in the present sÈud.y between these two cond.i-

tions, actuar differences might be found. when the manipuration of
predictabirity is more successful than in the present. study. That is,
it seems reasonable to assume that aversive stimrrli of unknor¡n durations

i: ::i:
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would be more stressful than those of known d,urations-

The hlpothesis which sÈated that internals and, externars wourd
be influenced by the type of contror situation was not confirmed. rt
was expecÈed that internals in actual contror condiËions and externals
in no contror conditions wour.d have higher expectancies for success,.
higher skill attribution, lower chance attribuÈion, better proofread-
íng perform€Ùice' and lower paÍn ratings than internals in no control
conditions and externals in actual control cond.itions. rn addition,
in the predicÈion cond,itions, it was e>qpected, thaÈ internals wourd
behave like sr:bjects with actuar control and externars wouId, behave
like subjects without control. Hor.rever, internals and. exÈernars did
not differ from each other on any of the depend,enË variabres regardless
of the type of control condition

These findings are not surprising in right of the generar find-
ings that the type of control condition had no differential effects on

the dependent variabres" Again, the periodicity of the stimuli, the
experience with the first proofreading task and Èhe distracËion of the
no control sr:bjects may have been more important than generalized
expectancies for control. ïÈ should be.noted,, however, that
inËernals and externals have behaved in a simirar manner in a number

of studies (e.g., Nickels s Wiltiams, L97O¡ McDonald & teÍrponer 1969;
lrlil1iams, l-97L)

Externars did tend to attribute performance on the proofreading
tasks to chance facÈors more than internars. rt is not clear why

this occurred- rÈ may be the result of the gleneral concept of
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externals; that is, they tend to attribute the outcones of ttreir
behavior more to external factors than internals. Arthough internals
and externars did not dif,fer in their attribution to skil1 factors,
inÈernals did feel that they had more control of the onset of the
aversive stinruli than externals. rt is not, crear why this difference
did not also occur in terms of contror of the duration.

The present study suggest,s a number of questions which need to
be crarified Èhrough future research. FÍrst, it stirl is not crear if
actual contror and prediction of aversive stimuli affect behavior in
a similar manner- Both the present study and Geer and Maise*s (Lg72,)

study have methodologieal problems which may hdve influenced the find-
ings' Although the jmportance of predictable versus unpredictable
aversive events has been studied extensively (seligman, Maier & solomon,
l97Lt, líttle is known concerning the comparative effects of predic-
tion and control- As stated previousryr prediction may function
interchangeably with control or it nay be that the element of predic-
tion in conÈrol account's for the effect of control. These ideas should
be exBlored further. prediction måy play an importanÈ rore in reducing
the effects of r,earned, herpressness. seligiman and his correagrues (e"g.,
Seligunan, L975; Mi1ler e Seligrman, 1975) present consid,erable evidence
Èhat exposure to uncontrollabre versus controrrable aversive events
leads to more helpless behavior (e.g., more passivíty, Iess motivation
and more emotional behavior) in a later situaÈion. Art situations that
one confronts during his life do noË fall into these two categories -
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many are predictable- Prediction of aversive stimuli may Lead to more

indications of herplessness than contror of aversive evenÈs but, to less
indications of herplessness than the rack of contror of aversive
events- rf, as staÈed previously, prediction reads to more feelings
of control (as suggested Oy ,,.f.orrrt (1973) and substantiated by the
present study by sr:bjects in the predict,ion conditions having signif,i-
'canÈIy more feelings of control than no control subjects), then pïe-
dictíon should lead to less helpressness. rf prediction does r_ead to
less hetplessness than no control, there are i.mplÍcations for therapy.
That is , f,or example; more emphasÍs on helping the client predict or
forecast those uncontrollabre aversive events that are causing problerns

may lead to minimal feelings of helplessness, avoid,ancer êÈc.

second, the measurement of predictability need,s further investi-
gation. rn the past predictability has been varied in terms of its
periodicity, the use of a warning sigmal right before the event, and

via a clock Èhat shows the srrbjects when the aversive event is to occur-
rt isn't knof,r¡"n which of these ways is more effective or evên if alr
three tlpes of conditions are necessary in order for ttre individuar to
experience a high sense of predictability. In fact, it isnrÈ clear if
actuar control of an event is necessary before high predictabirity is
possible. rn addition, the wording of a scale for the measurement of
predictability is important. Glass and Singer (Lg72l mention that in
trying to assess differentiar perceptions of the predictabirity of
noise, it is extrenery difficult to phrase the rating scares. rn

their studies, they report fairry row prediction ratings by subjects
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exposed to periodic (predictable) noise, rn the present study, higher
prediction ratings may have been obtained if the question for the pre_
diction scales stated more clearly that Èhe issue was the extent to
which the occurrence of 0o on tÌæ display box predicted or indicated.

'th"t the onset or termination of the noise 
'eas 

to occur. However, this
question wourd have missed the facÈ that the trial by triar variabirity
meant that the círcumstances for each tríal could change.

Third, a more specifíc definition of aversiveness is need,ed..

Selígrman, Maier and Solomon (Lg7I) use the term ,,aversive stimuli,, to
refer to painful 0r fearful events. However, it is difficult to meas_
ure either painfulness or fearfulness for a particular individual and
feel that their experience is similar to thaË of another individual. rn
past reséarch dífferent terms to d,escribe the aversive stimuli have bee¡r
used - e'9', pain, aversiveness, discomfort- rÈ is not crear if these
terms have sinilar meanings to the subjects. rn addition, ,it isnrt 

-

clear if the different aversive stimuli used (e-g:-, shock, white noise,
a collection of many tlpes of noise, and photographs of vicÈims of
viorent deaths) have the same degree of aversiveïress or if any of these
stimuri are truly representative of the tlpe of aversive stimuli an
individual is confronted with during his life-

Lastly, it seems important to distinguish between s-oontaneouS

control .ver aversive sÈimuli (..g., being abre to decide at the mornenÈ

when th-e aversive stimuli wil.]. terrninate) versus prerl,etermined control
(e'g'' making a decision beforehand ahout how long the aversive stimuli
will Last). That is, strictly speaking, predetermined control is more
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comparable to the tlpe of predíction where the time of the event is known.

On the other hand, spontaneous controL is more comparable to the type of
prediction where a sigmal is used r.ight. before the event occurs. These

different tlpes of control and prediction may not be comparable and,

they might not affect behavior in the sëune way.

Conclusions

The purpose of the present study was to compare the effects of

control and prediction of aversive stimuli. A number of methodologrical

problems makes it difficult to draw conclusions. The manipulation of

the prediction condit,ions did not seem to be effecÈive, the subjects in
the no control conditions may have been d,istracted, from the full irnpact

of the noise, and all subjects were e>çosed to a type of rrnpred,ictable

noise that may have been more important than the 3 tlpes of control

condÍtions established in the present study.

However, the present study suggested both probrems areas and future.

research areas concerning unavoidance aversive events. Before it is crear ;

;. :.:
íf control and prediction reduce stress to the same extenè, better ' i,i,,,,'..i:

l,'',: ',t,,measures of predictability are needed, the most effective type of predic- ,1,r.,¡.:it

tionshou1dbed.et,ermined,perceived,versusactua1cont,ro1shouIdbe

compared' and ¡äore precise definitions of aversiveness should be found-

Thus' it is concluded thaÈ iE is importanL to d.etermine the rela-

tive effects of control and prediction of aversive stimuli on behavior

and it is only tentatively concluded, as indicated by the results, that

control, predíction, and no controL have similar effects on the d,ependent,

variables used in this study.
i, r.'r:,:.-,j:
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INTERNAL.EXTERNAL SCALE

Please select the ong staËement in each pair of statement.s which ,,;-,:,,,, 
-

you more sËroggly belÍeve to be Ëhe case (as far as you personally are

concerned). Be sure to seLect the one You BELIEVE To BE cLosER To THE

TRITTH rather than the one you think you should choose or the one you

qrould like to be true. ThÍs is a measure of personal belief; obviously i¡;:n,".

there are no right or hrrong ansr¡¡ers. (Renember, mark one and, only one

sËatement in each pair. )

I more strongly believe that:

1. a. Children geË into trouble becarse Èheir parenËs punish theq Ëoo

mr¡ch.

b- The trouble with most children nowadays is thaÈ Ëheir parents are

Ëoo easy ¡¡íth them

2. a. Many of the unhappy things in péoplers lives are partly due to
bad 1uck.I rq ut!.

b. Peoplers misfortunes result from the misË.akes they make

3. a. one of the major reasons why we have nrars is because people d.onrË

take enough irrterest in poliËics

b. There r¿ill always be rdars, no maËter how hard people try to

prevent them.

4. a. In the long run people get the respect Ëhey deserve in this r+orld-

b. Unfortunately, an índividualts worEh often passes unrecogrtize¿ no
. .ir

matter hor¿ hard he tries

5. a. The idea thaË teachers are unfair to sÊudenËs is nonsense.
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b. Most students donrt reaLíze the extent to which their grad,es

are influenced by accÍdental happenings.

6' a' trrlithout the rÍght breaks one cannot be an effective leader.

b. capable people who fail to become leaders have not taken

advantage of theÍr opportunities.

7. a. No matter how hard you try some people just donrt líke you.

b' People who cantt geË others to like them, dontt undersËand hor¿

to get along with oËhers.

8. a. HerediËy plays the major role in determínÍng oners personarrty.

b. rt ís oners experiences in rÍfe which deterrnÍne what theyrre like.
9. a. r have often found that what is goÍng to happen wilr happen.

b' Trusting to fate has never turned ouË as well for me as makÍng a
decision Ëo take a definite course of action

10' â: In the case of Ëhe well prepared student there is rarely Íf ever

such a thíng as afl unfair test.

b' Many tÍnes exãm questions tend to be so unrelaÈed to course work,

that studying is rea1ly useless

ì11. a. Becoming a success is a matËer of hard r¿ork, ruck has lÍttle
or nothÍng to do with Ít.

b. GetËing a good job depends mainly on being irr at" right place at
the right time. 

l

L2' a.' the average citizen can have an influence in government decisions. :.;.',,
b. This world is n¡n by Éhe few people Ín power, and there Ís not

nr:ch the 1Íttle guy can do about it. i

13.â.I{henImakep1ans,Iama1mostcerËainthatIcanmakethemwork

b. rE Ís noË arways wÍse to plan too far ahead because many things':
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L4. a. There are certaín people who are just no good;

b. There Ís some good ín everybody

15' a' h ty case gettÍng what ï wanË has little or nothing to do wiÈh

luck.

b. Many tínes we might just as well decíde what to do by flippíng a

coÍn.

16' a' tr'Iho gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky enough to
be ín the rÍghË place fÍrst

b. GeËtÍng people to do the ríght Èhing depends upon abirity, luck
has liÈtle or nothing to do with it"

L7' a' As far as world affairs are concerned, mosÈ of us are the victims
of forces we can neiËher understand, nor control

b. By taking an active part ín politícal and soeial affairs the

people can control r,øorld events

18' a' I'fost people don't realize the extent to whÍch their lives ârê cor-
trol.led by accídental happenÍngs

b. there is really no such thing as r¡luck'|.

L9. a. one shourd always be wíllÍng to adnit his mistakes

20- a. rË is hard to know whether or not a person realry rÍrces you.

b. How many friends you have depends upon how nice a person you are.
2L. a. In the long run the bad Èhings that happen Ëo us are balanced by

the good ones.

b. MosË misfortunes are the resulË of lack of abiliËy, ignorance,

laziness, or all three

22. a. I{iËh enough effort !üe can wipe ouË poritical corruption.
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I more stronglv belieJ¡e that:

b, It is diffÍcult for people to have rm¡ch control over Ëhe things

politícians do in office.

23. a. Sometines I canrt understand how Ëeachers arrive ât the grades

they give.

b. There ís a dÍrect. connection between hor¿ hard I study and the

grades I get

24" a. A good leader expects people to decide for Êhemselves what they

should do.

b. A good leader makes ít clear to everybody what their jobs are.

25. a" Many times I feel that I have lÍËtle ínfluence over Ëhe Êhings

that happen to me.

b. rt is impossible for me to believe t,hat chances or luck play

an important role in my life.

26. a. People are lonely because they dontt try to be friendly.

b. Therers not rmch use Ín trying too hard to please peopre, Íf
they like you, they like you

27. a. There ís too much emphasis on athleËics ín hígh schooi.

b. Team sports are an excellent way !o build character.

28. a. Iühat happens to me Ís my oúzn doing.

b. sometimes r feel that r donrË have enough control over the

dírection my lífe is taking.

29. a. Most of the tíme I cantt undersËand, why politicians behave the

ü7ay they do.

b. In Ëhe long run the people are responsible for bad government

on a natÍonal as well as on a local level

i.irl
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ATTRTBUTION QT'ESTIONNA TRE

You may feel that certain factors in the proofreading task
determine the number of errors found. please indicate (Ín terms of
percenËage) the contributÍon you feel each of the foL1owÍng factors
makes Ín determining how many errors are found (aLI percentages must

add up to a 100)

INrLUENCING FACTOR

A. Your present skÍlL at proofreadÍng

B. Your past experience aË proofreadíng and performingsímÍlar tasks

C. Your mentaL, -emotional and physical sËate during theproofreading task

D. Your luck ... o o

E. Chance

F. the kíud of passage "..
G. Ihe type of errors in the pá.ssage

H. Other (describe fuLly)

PM,CEI(IAGE OF

- TNFT,IJENCE
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PROOFREADTNG TASK A

Money has its límitatíons, rt. eannot buy inherent success for
cities where the conditions for inherenË.suceess is lacking and where
the use of money fails to supply them. Furthermore, money can only do
ul'timate harm where itdestroys the condítions for inherent success. on
the oËher hand, by helpÍng to supply the requiremends needed, money can
help build Ínherent success ín citÍes. Indeed, it Ís ÍndÍspensabLe. :

For these reasons' money is a powreful force both for city a"ofi.r"
and for city regeneratÍon. BuË it must be uudersËood that ¿t is not the
meer avaíLability of money. but how íË is available, and for what, that
Ís all Ímportant.

Three principal rtínds of money finance and shape most of the
changes Ëhat occur rn residentíar and busíness properties in cities.
Because thÍs money is so powerful an ínsËrument - as iË go, so goes our
c¿ties

The fÍrst, and most Ímportant, of there kinds of money Ís
extended by conventÍona1, nongovernmenËar rendÍng institutions.
of síze of their m.rtgage holddings, the most ímportant of these

the credit

In order

lnstitutíons is: savÍngs and loan assocíaËiocs, life insurance companÍes,
con¡nercíal banks and mJËual savings banks. Added to these are variuos
categories of mínor morËgage lenders - some of them growing rapidly, such
as pension funds - by far the r-ionrs share of building, remodeLing,
rehabilÍtatíon, replacement and expansion ËhaÈ. occurs in citíes (as weLl as
in the suburbs beyond cities ( is financed by this kind of money.
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The second kínd of money is that provided by government, eithir
out of tax receipts or through governmental borrowing power. Aside from
the city buildÍng which are tradÍtionally governmental (school.s, highways,
etc'), residenËial and business -properËíes are also financedin some cases
by thÍs money" stíLL more, are shaped and ínfLuenced by the fact Ëhat it

'''
. 

can be drawn on for parËÍal financÍng, or for insurance of oËher loans.
Land-clearance subsideis from the federaï. and cíty governments Ëo make

prívately fínanced redevelopment and renewLa projects financÍally feasÍble,
are among the uses of thís money; so are housing projects underwriËËen by
fedderal' state or cíty governments. rn additíon, Ëhe federal government

r¿ÍlL guarantee as much as 9 0 percent of the varue of residential morÈgages

fÍnanced by conventional lenders - and wiil. even buy up guaranËeed

mortgages from lenders-provided Ëhat the developmenËs whose mortgages has
thus been guaranteed conform to standards of planning approved by the
Federal- IlousÍng Administration.

The third kind of money comes from a shadow world of investrrrent,
an undervorld of cas h and credit, so to speak. tr{here Ëhis money come 

:

from ultímately, and by what avenues ít fínds iËs way, is conceared and
devious ' ÏtrÍs money Ís lent at Ínterest rates sËratÍng at about 20 percen.
and; ranging as high as the market wÍll bear, apparenËly in some cases up
to 80 percent in combÍnations of ínteresË rates 

"ou "*"ngers 
r fees and

cuts. rt does many jobs - a few of whích ís actualry exploitative con-
versÍons of humdrurn buildings to slum buiLdings aL exhorbitant profits?
thÍs money ís to mortgage market whaË loan-shark money is to personar

finance.
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PR.OOFREADING TASK B

I¿ck of gradual money r,üastes ciËy dístrícts aLready inherently
fiË for cíty f.ife; and therefore wíËh a great potentiar. for rapid
lmprovement. It also means there are no hope for dístrícts that i.ack

one or more of thecondítíons for generatÍng diversity, and need help
in acquiríng these suppLementsr as wer.l" as mony for normal changes

and worn-out structures. 
,

I^lhere ís the money from conventionar. sources, which might be

going ínto gradual change? f^Ihere does it go Ínstead.

some of íË goes Ínto planned cataclysms of redevelopment artd

renewaL; more Ís goíng Ínto self-dístructÍon of dÍversíËy, to the ruin-
atoÍn of outstandíng cíty success,

Much ís noË goíng ÍnËo cities at aLL, buÈ i.nstead into the

outskirts of cities.

As llaar saÍd, the credít authoríty are not onry the power to 
I

' r :.:::.1:'.:
destroy but Ttre Po$7er Ëo create and the porrrer Ëo divert. IIe was writing 

: 
::i..'j=l.l
: : r .-:. .:. :

specifícalIy of the governmentrs credit authoriËy, and the use of that 't':''..''':

authority to encourage suburb buildíng rather than city huilding.
The ímrnense nel^l suburban sprawls of Americaa citys have noÈ come

about by accident - and stÍLl lesser by Ëhe myËh of free choice between ;,,,;1;.,,1::,..:.¡,:
-:...;..::t---

ciËies and suburbs. Endless suburban sprawl was made practical (and for
many famiLíes was made actually mandaËory) through Ëhe ceration of some-

ÊhÍng the united states Lacked unËÍl the mi.d-L930's: a nationaL mortgage l

i:.:: t.: .:
-:I::i:
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mârket specíficalLy calculated to encourage suburban home building.
Because of the cerËitude offered by government mortgage guaranËees: a

bank in New Ïraven could, wouLd and does buy up mortgages on suburban

houseíng in southern caLífornía. A bank in chicago buy up mortgages

on suburban housing Ín rndÍanapor,is one week, whiLe an ïndianapoLis

bank, Ëhe nexÉ week, buys them up for suburban housÍng outside AËlanËa

or buffaLo, Nor, nolrradays, must these mortgages necessariLy be govern-

ment guaranteed? rl'ey can be a repetítion, wÍthout Lhe guarantees,

of the kind of planinng and buiLdíng that is made routine and accepted

by the guarantees.

A nationaL mortgage has obvoÍus advantages in bringing Ëhe

demand for money together with a dÍstant suppr.y of money quíckLy and

sensiËiveLy. But, partíccuLarly when i.t is díverted so heavily into
wËh, it has dÍsaone kind of growËh, it has dÍsadvantages too.

as the peopLe of the Back-of-the*yards found ouË, there is apt
to be no relatíonship between city-created and cíty/ueeded savings, and

city buitdÍng ínvestnient.l So remote are the relationship that in L959

wtren one of the savings banks in Brookl.)rn announced Ëhat 70 percenË of
its loans had been made cLose Ëo home, Èhe New yoq]< Times considered Èhe

fact suffícient newsworthy to gÍve iË a big play on Ëhe busiuess pages.

close to home ís a defínition with some eLasËicíty. Ttre 70 percent, Ít
turned out, had bene used in Nassau county; a huge mess of new suburban

sprawl on Long rsl-and, out beyond Brookl¡m. Meantime, much of Brooklyn
líes under the senËence of the blacklisË.
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city people finnance the buildíng of suburbs. To be sure, one of
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the hístoríc missions of citi.es; those marverousry productive and

efficient plaees, are to finance eolonization.

,l But you can run anything ínto Èhe ground.
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NCITSE RATTNG SCALE

Extreuely
PLeasant

ExtremeLy
PainfuL

+4 +5 14 +7
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: GNüERAL INSÎRUCTIONS

The purpose of thís ex_oeríment is to assess your reactions to
a variety of stinulí" During the experimenË r r¡ilr ask you to do a
variety of tasks. FirsË, r wir-l gfve you a passage which contaÍns a

number of dífferent types of errors and, you are Ëo l-ocate the errors.
There are about, 30 errors in the passage" rn thís sample passage there
are examples of the fÍve types of errors you will find (the exoeri_
uenter showed the subject the paper conÈainÍng the exanples of errors
and read out l-oud the folr-or¡ing short passage, poinËing out the five
types

,/

of errors):

percentage of errors--

{

I

,/
{

Thís ls a sad and corncnon story on housíng or renewaL'sites;(the seuricolon is underlined as an error sínce there should bãa coÍn' Ínstead--thís_-Ís a punctuation error) and. is one 
".r"or,these schemes is- (t'istt is underlfned as an erïor since it shouldread ttthes. s"rr-T*.s arett--this is a graumaticar error) fought sodesperately by site businessmen. They are subsidizing thees(thees should be "rhese" bur rhe es ís swirctre¿ ;;;;dffi= i"a transpositíon e¡r9r) schemes, not w-ith a fraction of theÍr tãx

i:::,1, r:::,,'-1:n..:1:1î, 1Íve1Íhoods, 
-wírh rheír chi.ldren' " ""ir.ã"monv' (nonv is underlíned because iË is míssped;ã-:;;"; ;;ä"?"misspellÍngs) 

- 
with (the blank spaee is underlined becausethere shoul-d be-no double sDâcê rhoro--rlrar -¡a ô +rã^Ã-^-L-. -double spâee there--that ís a typographical;"-ffi;;;:i;l;nearly everything they have. w^Lrr

r qrould lÍke to know what percentage of the errors that you expect
to locate in the passage. That Ís, tel1 me the

fron 0 to l-00 percent--that you expect to fínd.
Now you may feel that ceïÈain factors Ín the proofreading task

deËemíne how many errors that you find. please use thís form (the
experímenter placed the AttrÍbution QuestÍonnaire in front of the subject)
to indicate ühe contribution you feel each of the listed facÊors makes in

''j';
-.t 'ã



determíning the Peïcentage of errors located. All percentages must add

uP to 100. (After the subjecü fínished the questionnaire, the experi-
menter checked to see Íf the percentages added up to 1_00. rf necessary,

the subj ect r^ras asked to readjusÈ the scores so ÈhaË they dj.d. add up

to L00)

when you locate an error, underl-íne the error and, then pLace a check

mark in the nargin at the level of the error. ïf you find more than one

error in the same sentence, underline each of the errors and. then place

nr-rmber of check marks Ín the margin. Please work as quickly and

accuraËe1y as you can and r wí11 tell you r¿hen to stop. Are there any

questions? (ff the subjecÈ had not completed the task ín five minutes"

the experimentèr said) Please stop noï,r and show ne the l-asÈ word thaË

you read.

tr'IhiÈe noise from a noise generator wÍLl be used in tåis experí-

ment. Do you have objectíons to hearing noise? rf you later find the

noíse objectionable, you may withdrar^r from the ocperiment and stil-l get

credit for your atÈendance. Please use thís Noíse Rating Scale in order

to state the feeling produced by the noíse (ttre experímenter placed the

scale on the table in front of the subject), As you can see, mínus seven

indÍcates that the noise ís extremeLy pl-easanË, plus seven indicaÈes thaü

the noise is extremery painful, and zero índícates thaË the noise Ís
neutral--that is, neither pleasanË nor painful.

As you know there are individuatr differences in Èhe 1evel of no.ise

that is experienced as preasant or painful. r am interesËed, fírst, in

t-
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findíng your 1evel of plus fÍve. Now, aÈ this level the noise ís defin_
' itely on Ëhe paÍnful sÍde of the scale and Ís approachÍng extremely
painful. The noise will be painful enough so that you will nor rrant to
hear ít for very long periods of time but can endure it for shorÈer
periods

1henoiser,rf11begínata].ow1eve1andr¡i11increasein

intenslty or loudness until you indicate that you feer that'your level
of plus five 1s reached- I,nren the pLus fíve r-evel Ís reached, staÈe ouË
loud "p1us fíve". ïhÍs gradual increasíng of the noise leve1 will oecur
five times. Each tÍme staËe "pJ-us five,, when that level is reached" Are
there any questions? please put on the earphones.

.

(AfËer the 15 tría1s of white noise, each subject r¡aç given Ëhe

following ínstructions. )

Now r wÍl1 gÍve you another proofreading task. The nu¡nber and
types of errors are the same as Ín the fÍrst task. ThaË Ís, there are
about 30 errors and the Ëypes of errors are the ones shown on the paper
(the experimenter points to the sample passage). Agaín, r r,rould like
to knovr vrhat percentage of the errors--from 0 to r.Oo-_that you ex_Þect Èo

Locate in the Dassage

Again, you may feel that certaÍn faeËors determine how many errors
you find. pLease use this for¡r (the experimenÈer pLaces the AttributÍon
Questíonnai.re in front of the subject) to ÍndicaËe Ëhe contri.bution you
feel each of the lÍsted factors makes ín deËernining the percentage of
errors located.

i.'i.' : ::¡
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The Ínstructions for thís proofreadíng Ëask are the same as for
Ëhe ffrst one" That is, read each page carefully and. r¡hen you locate
an error, underline the error and then place a check mark in the rnargin

at the level of the error. rf you fÍnd more than one error in the same

sentence' underlíne each of the errors and, then place that number of
check marks in the urargin. Please r¿ork as quicklv and accurately as yor¡

can and I wfll" Ëe1l you vrhen to st,op. (If Êhe subject had not compl-eted

the task Ín fíve mínutes, the experímenter said) please sËop no\^r and

shon me the lasË r¿ord that you read.

This post-e4perimental guestionnaire is also an important part of
the experiment" Please ansr¡rer Ëhe questíons as frankly and honestl^y as

possi.ble and please make sure that you have respondecl to each quesÈion.

(Îhe experimenter gave the subject the questionnaire-)

Thank you for particÍpatíng in this experimenË. After the experí-
menË is completed and after the data are analyzed, r. will send you a
description of the experiment and the resulÈs. Also I will send informa-

tÍon concernÍng ¡zour performance on the tasks.
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The yokÍng procedure rdag carried out for boËh internals and

externals" Thus, there r¿ere níne groups of ínternals and nine groups of
externals

Group 1" OnseÈ actuaL control and duratÍqn actual eontrol conditÍon. 
l

Group 2' onset actuaL control and duration predÍctíon condítion (Dura- 
' ,'

Group 3' onset actual controL and duration no control condition (Dura:

tion time for each S r.ras yoked to an g ín Group l).54¡.¡e ¡V¿ EO

Group 4' onset prediction and duration aetual eontrol condition (onseÈ

time for eaeh S was yoked to an ë in Group l.)
Group 5' onset prediction and duration pred.ietion condition (onset tiure

for each ! was yoked to an s Ín Group 2, duraÈion'time for r

each S was yoked to an S ín Group 4). . ' l

Group 6' onset predictíon and duratíon no control condiËion (onset tiue ,

, for r was yoked to an s in Group 3; duratÍon tine foË

each S was yoked to an S ín Group 4).
Group 7' onset no control and duration acLual control condition (onset

tíme for each S was yoked to an S in Group 1).
Group 8' onset no control duratÍon predíction condiÈion (onset time for ii.,,;;,:,,.;;;,,,;,-

::i;:..1. j.-..j.

each s was yoked to an r in Group 2: duration time for each

S was yoked to an S in Group 7).
Group 9. Onset no control and duraËion ng conËrol condition (Onset time ,

for each s was yoked to an s i¡r Group 3; duration time for
'..'..'

each S rvas yoked to an S Ín Group 7) - i" ':::

l.1i!:: r..?:
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TEST TRIAL TNSTRUCÎIONS

Onset Actual Control and Duration Actual Control

Now you wilL hear presentaÈions of r,rhite noÍse. After each pre-
sentation of noise, you are to state the feeling produced by the noise.
State out loud the nunber along the noise ratíng scale which best
descríbes the feeling produced by the noíse presentatíon.

you want the noise Èo stop. Numbers r¡ill- appear ín this dÍsplay box

box). lhe nr:mbers r,rill bccin

at 99 and wilL decrease one at a Èíne. At the time Ëhat you want the
noise to start, state out loud the number which is then being displayed.
Then watch the numbers again. The nr:mbers will begin at gg and will
decrease one at a time" At Èhe Ëime you wanË the noíse to stop, state
out loud the nuurber that is then beirrg dÍsplayed

This is neither a speed nor an end.urance test- That is, r am nott å q¡s r¡vL

tryÍng to see how quickly you can respond or how Long you can end.ure

before you state the nr:¡rbers beÍng displayed to starË or stop the noise.
Lísten to the noise long enough to give it a ratÍng. Just remember to
staËe the nr:mber being displayed when you want Èhe noise to start and

then state the number beíng displayed when you have heard enough. ïhen

after the noise stops, state out l-oud your noÍse rating. Are there any

questions? Please put on the earphones.

Nor¿ you will hear presentaËions of i.uhite noise. Af ter each present-
lì::

:
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aÈion of noise, you are to state the feeling prod,uced by Èhe noise.
staÈe out loud. the number along the noise rating scare which best
describes the feeling produced by the noise presentation.

You wirr be able to say when you want the nqise to start.
Numbers wíIl appear in this display box (the e:q>erimenter pointed to
the display box) - The nr:mbers will begin at 99 and will d.ecrease one

at a time. At the time that you want. the noise to start, state out roud
the number which ís then being displayed

Then watch the nr¡nbers again. You will be able to know when the
noise will stop. The numbers wirr decrease one at a ù,ime untir zero.
(oo) is reached. At the time that zero is finished being disptayed,
the noise will- stop- Arthough the first number may vary from triar to
trial, the numbers wil"l always decrease one at a time until zero is
reached and the noise wirr arways stop after zero is finished being
dísp1ayed. Let me know when the noise is about to stop by stating out
loud the nunl¡er zero when it is displayed.

This is neither a speed, nor an endurance test. That is, rrm not
trying to see how quickry you can respond. or how long you can endure

before you staÈe the number beíng disprayed ta start the noise. Just 
l

remember to state the number beÍng dísplayed when you want the noise
to start and then ret me know that the noise is about to stop by stat-
inq "zero" when it appears on the dispray- Then after the noise

stops, state out loud your noise rating- Are there any questions?

Please put on the earphones.

:'i :iir:t. r_ì: .
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Onset Ac-tua.l Control and Dur4tion No Control

Now you wirl hear presentations of white noise. After each
presentation of noise, you are to state the feeling produced by the
noise- state out loud the number arong the noise rating scare which
best describes the feering produced by the noise presentation.

You will be able to say when you want the noise to start.
Nu¡nbers will appear in thís display box (the experimenter pointed to
the display box) nurnbers wírl begin at 99 and wirÌ decrease one

at a time. At the time that you want the noise to start, state out roud
the number which is then being displayed. Then watch the numbers again.
Let me know when the noise stops by stating out, roud the number that
is being displayed when the noise stops.

This is neither a speed nor an endurance test. That is, r am

not trying to see how quickly you can respond, or how 10ng you can

endure before you state the number being displayed Èo start the noise.
Just reme¡nber to state the number beíng displayed. when you want the

noise to start and then state the nurnber being displayed when the noise
sÈops- Are there any questions? please put on the earphones.

,,

Now you will hear presentations of white noise. After each
,.: ..i.presentation of noise, you are to state the feeling produced by the ¡,ra¡

rg scaLe which

best describes the feelingr produced by the noise presentation. ,

ou will be able to know when the noise will start,. Nr:¡nbers

wíl1 appear in this display box (the experimenter pointed to the dis_ 1.,
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play box). The numbers wirl decrease one at a time until zero (oo)

is reached- At the time that zero is finíshed being disprayed, the
noise will start- Although the first nr-unber may vary from trial to
trial, the nurnbers wirl always decrease one at a time until zero is
reached and the noíse wíll always begin after zero is finished being
disprayed- Let me know that the noise Ís about to start by stating
out loud the nurnber zero wheh it is displayed

Then watch the numbers again. you wilr be abre to say when

you want the noise to stop. The nu¡nbers wiLl begin at 99 and witl
decrease one at a time. At the time that you want the noise to stop,
state out loud the number which is then being displayed.

This is neither a speed nor an endurance test. That is, i,*
not trying to see how quickly you can respond or how long you can

endure before you state the number being disprayed to stop the noise.
Listen to the noise long enougþ to give it a rating-

Just remember to ret me know that the noise is about to sÈart

'by stating zero when it is displayed and then state the number being

displayed when you have heard enough-. Then after the noise stops,

stäte out loud your noise rating. Are there any questions? prease

i."
!-:
t:'.

put on the earphones.

Now you will hear presentations of white noise. After each

presentation of noise, you are to state the feering produced by the

noise- state out roud. the number along the noise rating scale which

best describes the feeling produced by the noise presentation.
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You wÍll be ab.le to know when the noÍse r¿ill start' Numbers

wíll appear in this display box (the experimenrer pointed, to the display
box). The numbers will decrease one aÈ a tÍme until zero (00) is reached.
At the tine that zero is finished being displayed, the noise will start.
Although the fÍrst nunber,,may vary from trial to trial, the nuubers

wíll always decrease one at a time until zero is reached. and the noise
will always begÍn after zero is fÍníshed being displayed. Let me knor¡

when the noise Ís about Ëo start by staüing out loud.the nurnber zero when

It is displ.ayed.

. Then watch the nunbers agaÍn" You vríll be able to know when the
noise wÍll stop. The numbers wÍll decrease one at a tÍme úntil zero (00)
ís reached. At the tine that zero ís finished being displayed, Èhe noise
will sËop. Although the fÍrst nurnber ! may vary from Ërial to triar, the
numbers r¿Í11 always decrease one aÊ a time until zero is reached and

the noise wÍll ak¿ays stop after zero ís finished beÍng displayed. Let
me know when the noÍse Ís abouË Ëo stop by stating out loud. the number

zero when ÍË is displayed

Just remesiber to let me know that the noise is about to start by

, 
statlng t¡zerotr ¡'¡hen Ít Ís,dísplayed and then Let me knov that the noise
ís about to stop by statin g ,zerorf when iË appears on the dispray again"
Then after the noise stoPs' state out. loud your noise ratíng" Are there
any questions.? please put on the earphones.

i':. :. . .:.
t..::. .).'; : :_-_.

NoÌ'¡ you wilr hear presentatíons of r¿híte noise. After each pre_

sentatíon, lou are to state the feeling produced by Ëhe noÍse" state l:.
ouË loud the number along the noÍse rating scale which best describes the
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feeling produced by Ëhe noise presenËation.

You will be able to knor¿ when the noise i^rill start. Nunbers will
appear Ín thís dÍsplay box (the experimenter poinËed ro the dispray box).
The numbers will decrease one at a time until zero (00) is reache,il. At
the tÍme that zeto Ís fínished beíng disprayed, Ëhe noise qrílr start.
Although the fÍrst number may vary from trÍal to trÍal, the nunbers wÍ1l
always decrease one at a time until zero ís reached, and the noÍse r¿i1l
ahüays begín after zero Ís fínished being displayed. LeË me kno¡y that
the noise is about to start by sËating out loud the number zero r,rhen it
is dísplayed.

Then rsatch the numbers again. Let me know when the noise stops by
sta|i¡gout1oudËhenunberthatisbeingdisp1ayedr¿hen.thenoisestoPs

Just remernber to ret me know that Éhe noise is about to start by
stafi¡g ]tzeroï r¿hen it Ís displayed and then sÈat,e the number being dis-
played when the noise stops. Then after Èhe noíse sÈops, state out loud
your noíse rating. Are there any questions? please put on your earphones.

Onset No Control and Duration Actual Control

Now you r*rÍ11 hear presentations of rnrhite noÍse. After each
':presentation of noise, Ïou are Ë9 staËe the feelíng produced by the noise.

state out loud the number along the noÍse rating scale which best describes
the feeling produced by the noÍse presentatÍon"

Numbers wíll appear ín this dÍsplay box (the experÍmenËer pointed
to the díspIay box). Let me know when the noise starts by stating out
loud the nurnber which Ís beíng dÍsplayed srhen the noise starÈs.

Then v¡atch the nurnbers again. you r¡ÍLr be abre to say when you
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I'Iant the noise to stop. The numbers wÍl1 begin at gg and r¿ill decrease

one at a time" At the tíme Ëhat you l,ranÈ the noise to stop, stafs eu¡

loud the number ¡¿hich ís then belng dls¡rlayed

This is neither a speed nor an endurance test" That is, r am noË

trying to see how quickly you can respond or how long you can endure

before you state the number beÍng displayed Ëo sËop the noise. Listen
Ëo Êhe noÍse long enough to gíve it a ratíng.

starts and then state the nurober being displayed, when you have had

enough. Then after the noise sËops, state ouË loud your noise rating.
Are there any questions? please put on the earphones.

Nor¡7 you trill hear presentations of rshÍte noise. After each pre-

sentatÍon of noiser you are to state Ëhe feeling produced by the noise"

State out loud the number along the noise ratíng scats which best des-

crÍbes Ëhe feelÍng produced by the noise presentatíon.

lù¡mbers will appear in Ëhis display box (the experimenter pointed

to the dísplay box)" Let me know when Ehe noise sËarts by stating out

loud the number which is being displayed r¿hen the noise starts.
then watch the numbers again. You will be able to know when the

noise wÍ1l stopn The nuubers will decrease one aË a time unÈil zero (00)

fs reached. At the tíme that zero is finished being displayed, the noise

wÍL1 stop. Although the fírst nu¡nber may vary from trial to triar, lhe
numbers wílL al¡øays decrease- one at a time untíl zero is reached and the

noise wÍll always stop after zero is fínÍshed being displayed. Let me
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know that the ooise ís about to stop by stating out loud Ëhe number zero
rshen it is displayedo

Just remember to state the number being displayed when the noise
starts and then let me know that the noise is about to stop by stating
¡'ze1,ort qrhen Ít is dÍsplayed. Then after the noise stops, state out 10ud
your noise ratÍng. Are there any questions? please put on the earphones.

Now you wÍll hear presentatíons of
sentation of noise, you are to state the

State out loud the nuuber along the noÍse

crÍbes the feeling produced by the noise.

Numbers will appear Ín this display box (the experimenter pointed
to the dÍsplay box). Let me know when Ëhe noise starts by stating out
Loud the number rrhich is being dÍsplayed r¿hen Ëhe noÍse starts

then watch the numbers agaÍn. Let me know when the noise stops
by stating out loud the nuuber that is being displayed when the noÍse
stops.

Just remenber to state the nunber being displayed when the noise
starts and then statê the number beÍng dísprayed when the noÍser"aop".
Then afËer the noise stops, state ouË roud your noise rating. Are there
any quesËions? please puË on the earphones.

): :_....:-- .-

i...:.'....".: :

whÍte noise. After each pre-

feeling produced by the noÍse.

rating scale which best des-
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POST-EXPERIMENTAL 
QUEST IONNATRE

errperímentyouhavejustfiníshedandtoobtainstrggestionsforfuture

related studÍes. please answer the folrowing guestions as frankry and
honestly as possible.

: :.,.. . l;:.:,.,,..__ :. r:: i:--:::__

rctÍons to the experimenÊ? trthat did you 
-.:

think of ít? .'
2. tr{trat ¡yas Ëhe purpose of this e4perímenL and r^rhaË we;e you supposed. 

. ','

Êo do? 1:r.,.

.r:1

'e rhar rhe purpo.* iri. b. ' ' 
'' 

' 
i'. :

4" Iùhat did you thÍnk was the purpose of the Noise Ratrng scale when
you were gÍvíng youï ratings? -

'..5"HowdídyougoaboutdecidingwhatratingËogivethenoisePresenË-'':..
atíons?

6" I{hat dÍd you thínk r¿as the o,rroo""' of the lÍghted nrrmter"t 
" 

'

7" I'Ihat díd you thÍnk was the purpose of asking yo,, th"'n"...rrr"*" o,

s the purpose of askíng you the contributÍon of

..'o*'the :proof-

readÍng tasks?

9 ' tr'Ihen you took the proofreadíng task the seeond. time, ' "ì ¡ " 
'

(a) ¿ia you expect you rÂrere supposed to do better, rTorse, or about



_: r.:1 :.t_:t-1r-^:......_:,:1:rt-.1

lll

the same? Explaín.

(b) rate your attítude while doing the task:

change your performanceresÍst the ínfluence

10. trühen you staËed how many errors you expected to fínd on the proof-
reading task the second time:

percentage, a Lower percentage, or one about the same?

(b)rateyourâttitudewhi].egivíngyourrating:

resísttheinfluêñcê i r , , , changetherating
11. T'ltren you rated the factors determíning your performance on the

proofreadlng task for the second tíme:

(a) dÍd you reripect that you r¡¡ere supposed to change your ratings
or keep them about the same? Explain.

(b) rête your attÍtude r,¡híI-e giving your second rating?

reslst the influence change Ëhe rating
L2. This scale índícates the degree of control- over the onset of the

vr-hite noÍse that you felt you had duri.ng the test tríals. The

scale extends from 0 (no control) to L0 (complete contror). please

índicate by plaeing a check (J) nark in the appropriate box arong

the scaLe, the degree of control you felt you had over when the

noise would begin.

completeno

trol



L4.

TLz

13' Ttris scale índícates the degree of control over the duratí.on of
the white noise that you felt you had duríng the test triar_s.
The scale exËends fron 0 (no controL) to 10 (complete control).
Please índicate by placÍng a ( J) nark in the approprÍate box
along the scale, the degree of control you felt you had. over
how long the noise would last.

' no ,..
control r corple

This scal-e índÍcates the degree to which you found Èhe onseË of
the whÍte noise predictable during the test trials. The scale
extends from 0 (not predícrable) ro 10 (very predictable).
Please Índícate by placíng a check ( J) in rhe approprlate box
along the scale, the degree to wbích you felt thaÈ the onset of
the white noise was predÍctable.

ngt ' . ,., , t, ,-, ,t'

:.a:iJ'; 
1 : 

'_::i:

coEplete
control

edÍctable
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15 ' Thís scale indicates the degree to r,rhÍeh you found the duraÈion
of the whÍte noÍse predictable during Ëhe test trials. The scale

Índícate by placing a check ( J) in the appropriaËe box along
the sscale, Ëhe degree to r¿hich you felt the duraÈíon of the
¡+hÍte noise was predictable.

L6' Any additional corments or suggestÍons wou'd be appreciated.

Ì:i-:.r,ì:,'j:'
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Cell Means for Analyses of
ControllabilÍry and predíctabiliry

Variance on Êhe

of the Aversive Stimuli

Onset
Control

Duration
ConËroL

Onset
Predictíon

Duration
Prediction

Onset Control
Actual Conrrol (1)
PredÍcrion (Z)
No Conrrol (3)

DuratÍon Control
Actual Control (1)
PredictÍon (2)
No Conrrol (3)

7.90
4.62
2.63

5.62
4.67
4.87

5.2A
5 -L3
5.13

8.60
4.10
2.77

8.85
3_8û
2.95
8-LO
4.90
2-4A
8.85
3.60
2.95

5 "43
4-88

5-0t
3-4A
5.30
4-97
6 -00
4.27

6 -o7
5.83
5.80

:,

7.08
s.90
4.72

7.35
s.70
5.15
6.60
6.10
4.80
7.30
s.90
4.2A

' ':

5.74
6.06.'''

5.57
6.57
5.57
6.10
6.1û
5.50

6.87
6.33
5.43

7.I2
5"88
5.63

7 "75
6 "75
6"10
6.75
5 .90
6.3s
6. 85
5.00
4.45

6.37
6 "06

7.4A
6.33
6.00
6.67
5.7A
5.t7

Onset Control x
1, 1
112
1,3 '

2, 1
212
213

13, 1
3,2
3r3

Duration Control

Generalized Expectancy
Internal
External

Onset Control x Generalized
L,
1;
2,
2,
3,
3,

(1)
(2)

8. 60
7.25
7.85
5 .35
4.LO
4.40
2 "90
2.65
2.35

."
..

5.48
4.62

Expectancy

8.33 :

7 .47
5 .03
4.20
3.O7
2.20

1
2
1
2
1
2

Continued...
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Onset
Control

Duration
ConËroL

Onset
PredicÈi-on

Duratíon
PredÍctíon

Duration Control x GeneraLízed Expectancy

OnseË Control_ x Duration Control x General_ízed E:çecÈancy
1,1,L
1,1,2
l-, 2" L
1,2,2
1,3,1:
1,3,2
2"111
21 11 2
212,L
,)tÉ, -, 1

2,3,L
2,3,2
3,1, L
311,2
31 2t 1
3,2,2
313,1
31 312

1, 1
1'2
2rL
212
3'1
312

6. 33
4 "9A
4"87
4"47
5.23 :

4"50

8.73
I "47
4.43
3"77
3. L3
2.4A

9"10
8.60
3,00
4.60
2.9t
3.o0
8"60
7 -64
5 "00
4.80
2"3t
2.50
8.50
9.ZO
5"30
1.90
4.2A
1.79

7. 83
6.4A
5.67
6.10
5.60
5.67

7.L3
7.03
5.50
6.30
4.6A
4.83

7.2A
7.50
5.2A
6 "2A
4"30
6.00
6.90
6.30
5.10
7.LA
4.7t
4.90
7.30
7.30
6.20
5 .60
4"80
3.60

9.30
7.9A
8.00
6.s0
7.70
8.00
6.50
4 "20
4.LO
4. 10
4.50
4. 30
3.20
2.60
2.50
2"80
3.50
L.20

8.40
7.10
7.20
6"30
6.60
5.60
7.80
5.70
5.10
6 "7A
5.10
7.60
7.30
6.40
4.70
5. 30
5. L0
3.80
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Analysis of VarÍance for Onset Control

Source df MS F

Ons Con

Dur Con

Ons Con x Dur Con 4

Gen Exp

Ons Con x Gen Exp

Dur Con x Gen Exp

Ons Con x Dur Con x Gen Exp 4

I^Iithín Cel1s L62

424.5L61

15.0500

2.A667

32.9389

0.00s6

4.L722

8.8889

B.5ZO4

49.92***

1.77 ,

0.24

3.97*

0.00

0.49

L..04

p < "05"

***
p < .001 l':'.

i-:
.:

:.
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Analysis of Variance for Duration Control

Source
MSdf

Ons Con

Dur Con

Ons Con x

Gen Exp

Ons Con x

Dur Con x

Ons Con x

: I.IiËhin

Dur Con

Gen Exp

Gen Exp

Dur Con x

Cell-s

Gen Exp

o.0889

560.5s49

7.7388

L3.8889

L7 "6222

o.9557

14.9888

7.6L97

0.01

73.57*,**

1.02

1.82

2.31

0"13
..

L.97

2

2

,4

L

2

2

4

L62

**rt
p <-.001.
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Analysis of Variance for OnseÈ predicÈability

Source df

Ons Con

Dur Con

Ons Con X Dur Con

Gen Exp

Ons Con x Gen Exp

Dur Con x Gen Exp

2 , ;,.3L.4Agg :.'4.23**
2

5.6049 0.84

4.3575 0.65

2

2 L4.677L 2.20
Ons Con x Dur Con x Gen Exp 4

I,Iithin Ce1ls L62 6.66A5

p <.01.

'-':.: r:-:i.
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Analysís of Varian_¡:e for Duration predictabilÍÈy

Source df MS

Ons Corr

Dur Con

Ons Con x

Gen Exp

Ons Con x

Dur Con x

Ons Con x

tr{lrhín

Dur Con

Gen Exp

Gen Exp

Dur Con x Gen

Ce1ls

L.267L

84.0169

3.833L

4.3564

10.1550

3.1051

5 .005 7

8.3173

0.ls ,

i.0. L0**

0.46

o "52::
L.22

0.37

0.60E4

2

2

4

1

2

2

4

L62

r-::ri

**
p ¿ "001.
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Analysis of Variance for OnseË Times

Source df MS

Onset

Gen Exp

Ons x Gen Exp

ïlfthin Cells

2

L1

2

54

98.6734

a.6215

333.5698

s96.9343

a"L7

0.00

0. s6

Analysis of Variance for Duratlon Times

Source df MS F

Dur

Gen Exp

Dur x Geir Exp

Ilfthín CeLls

L321.4250

1 666.6670

54

L88.4047

305.091 8

4. 33*

2.19

0.62

*
p 4'05"

¿.!,
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Cell Means for Analyses of Variance on Onset and,

Duratíon Times (in Seconds)

Condirlon
Mean

Ons Con
Durarion ConËrol (1)
Ðuratíon predícrion (Z)
Durarfon No Conrrol (3)

Gen Exp
Internal (1)
Exrernal (Z)

Ons Con x Gen Exp
1'1
112
2rL
212
3, 1
3'2

Onset

Duration

50.90
55.30
52.57

52.83
53.03

51.4i.
.50. 40
50.8s
59.76
s6.22
48.9 3

Dur Con
Onser Control (I)

' Onset No Control (3)
Gen E:ep

. Exrernal (2)
Dur Con x Gen Exp

1, 1
Lr2
2rL
2, 2 j

3rL
312

58.18
64.57
74.32

69 "03
' 62.36

64" 81
5i_.56

, 6i,5 "12
6r+"Oz
77.L5
71"50

L.
I
L

ir::1:_ri -
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Analysís of Variance for Decibel Levels

Source
MSdf

Ons Con
'. . :. . .. :...... :: I::-:1.':.:

Dur Con

':, :

Gen Exp '

ons Con x Gen Exp 
:

Dur con x Gen Exp z L:.94gg " 
:.,' 

0.04 . 
i

onsConxDurconl*G.,,E4p.4.'..,".,,o*,.......,],.,,
. 

L'JL

WithÍn CeLls
: , :.

i.::..:..
.::..t.:.ì.:: ;:
; : --_::jj 

.:
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CeLl Means for Analysis of Varíance

on Decibel Levels of trürite Noi.se

Ons Con
Actual Control
Prediction
No ControL

Dur Con
Actual ControL
Predictíon
IÍo Control

Gea Exp

External (2)

Ons Con x Dur Con
1, 1
112
113
2, I
212
213
3, 1
312
313

Ons Con x Gen Exp
L,L
1,2 ' I

2"1
2,2
3, 1
312

Dur Con x Gen Exp
Lrl
Lr2
2oL
2"2
3,L
312

Ons Gon x Dur Con
1,1,L
1,112
L"2"1
1,2,2

.Lt 3, 1_

Lr3tz
2"Lr1
2r' L, 2
2,2,L
2,2,2
2,3,1
2,3,2
3,1,1
3,1,2
3,2,1
3,3,1
3,312

(1)
(2)
(3)

90.28
89.16
89 "77

9L"25
89.3s
88.55

89 "40
90.03

92.22
9O;65
87.97
92"L7
88"57
86 "72
89"35
88. 82
90"9s

90 "97
89.60
88.90
89.42
88.33
91.09

x Gen Exp

91.13
I 91"37

88.88
89.82

' gg.lg
88-92

, 91.05
93.40
91_.80
89.50
90.05
85.90
94.50,
89.85
86.35
90. 80
85. 85
87.60
87.85
90.85
88.50
88.65
93.25

(1)
(2)
(3)
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Mult1variate

Covariance

and Uniwarj-ate Analyeses of

for Posttrlal Measures

Source df MS F p

Ons Con
MuLtÍvariate
No. hlords Read
"1" Etrors Míssed
Expectâncy for Success
SkllL Attríbutíon
Chance Attributíon
Pai.n RatÍngs

Dur Con
Mul-tivaríate
No. I^Iords Read
Z Errors MÍssed
Expectancy for Success
Skil1 AttríburÍon
Chance AttributÍon
Pafn RaËíngs'

Gen Exp
. Mul-tÍvaríate

No. Words Read
7( Errors Missed
E:¡pectancy for Success' Skí1L ArrrÍburlon
Chance AtËrÍbutíon
Paín Ratíngs

Ons Con x Dur Con
MulËÍvariate
No. I,Iords Read
% Errors Mlssed
Expectancy for Success
Skill ArtriburÍon
Chance Attríbution
PaÍn Ratings

L2
t2
t2
L2
L2
T2

6
6
6
I
6
6

7894.3750
307.03s2

39 "2969
80 " 6152
29.6484

LL4.L2T7

279 "0000
33. s09 8
2I.L484
13"L875
30.9473

3437.8008

6L79 "437s
76.O742

110 " 7891_

0.0934
21L.5000

L022.3555

202L.4375
92"5746
64.9805
28.L5L4
36.L64t

386 "4629

L.2963
3.3847
L.s632
0.4018
L.3786
7.2369
0.2783

'''
L.6573
0.1197
0.34L6
o.2L62
o.2255
L.29LL
8. 3847

:

2.47I.6
2.6507
L.6L52
1.1328
0.0160
8. 8233
2.4935

"2I93
.o364
.2L28
.6698
.25s0
.293L
.7575

.07s5

.8873

.7LLZ

.8058

.7984

.2779

.0004

.o262

.10s5

.20s6

.2887

.8997

.0035

.1163

.8L22

.4852

.7940

.6177

.7494

.2023

.44LA

L2
L2
L2
L2
L2
L2

.1 .

24
24
24
24
24
24

o.7392
o.867L
0 " 4202
o.6644
0.4814
1" 5087
o.9426

Contínued". .
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Source
FMSdf

Ons Con x Gen Exp
MultÍvaríate
No. trüords Read
% Etrocs Missed
Expectancy for Success
SkilL Atrrfbution: Ghance Attrlbution
PaÍn Ratíngs

Dur Con x Gen Exp
Multivaríate
No. I,iords Read
Z Errors Mfssed

. , Ex¡pectancy for Success
SkilL Atrríbutíon
Chance AttributÍon
PaÍn Ratings

Ons Con x Dur Con x Gen Exp
Multivaríate
No. Iüords Read
Z Errors Missed
Expectancy for Success
Skill Arrributíon
Chance AttrÍbutíon
PaÍn RatÍngs

Subjects I,IÍthin Groups
No. trIords Read
"/" Erxots Míssed
ExpeeËancy for Success'SkíLl Artrlbution

, . Chance Attribution
PaÍn RatÍngs

L2
T2
L2
T2
L2
L2

LAú.3437
L4"877A
5L.4082
98"0977
43,7559

164"sL37

1887.1250
5.4824

242.3633
L73.2617
LL.O254
82.L602

o.7794
o "4304
0.0738
o.5256
L"6775
r.8254
0.40L2

0"9528
0 

" 8095
0"0864
2.478]-
2.9629
0.4600
4"2004
' .., '

0" 7s9B
0.7339
0.0384
0.7383
L"2549
0.48L3
1" 1332

.67L9

.65L0

.9289

.5922

.L902

.L646

.6702
' ,I

.4945

.4469

.9L73

.o872

.0546

.6322

.8186
:: -

.7883

.5701

.9972

.5672

.2902

.7494

.3430

12
L2
72
L2
L2
L2

24
24
24
24
24
24

L7L0 "9A62- 16.1680
72 "2A70
73.3809
11.5381

464.6035

ls7
L57
L57
157
157
L57

233L.2A58
L26 "L704
97 "80]-7
58"4769
23.9705

410.0081
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Conditlon

AdjusËed Cell_ Means

Gen Bxp
Internal_

' Bxternal

Ons Con
Actual Conrrol (1)
PredícriorL (2)
No Conrrol (3)

Dur Con
Actual_ Conrrol (l_)
Predlcrion (2)
No Conrrol (3)

(1)
(z>

No.['Iords % Errors
Read Missed

for Analysís of Covariance

Dependent Variabl_es

469.3r.s
48L.250

478"494
462"496
484. 858

476.797
476.255
472,797

Gen Exp. x Ons Con
1, 1-

loz
l-r 3
2, 1-

212
213

31. 06 7
29.74s

32.54L
28.004
30.669

29 .553
30 .994
30.667

33.036
29.O25
30.920
32,046
26.764
30. 418

E:rpectancy
for Success

on Posttrfal Measures

61_.9s7
63.5s5

62"443
63.679
62.L45

63.447
62.370
62.45L

60.643
63. 000
62.227
64.243
64.358
62.063

skf 1l_
Attrfbutlon

t 68,L43
460.513
479.29L
488.845
464.479
490.425

32.084
31.938

32.599
32.766
30.668

32.098
32.432
31. 503

32 .080
34. 3ss
29,9L7
33. L19
3L.1_78
31.518

Chance
Attributfon

7 "L29
9"337

7"558
8.168
8.974

I "72s
8.571
7.404

'

6.602
6.116
8,670
8.51-5

L0.220
9,277

Pafn
Ratlngs

57.\28
61.9 83

59 .489
60.973
58.205

66 "sL7
60.732
51.418

s8.606
56,7Ls
56.063
60.372
65.23L
60,346

Contfnued.. .
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Conditlon

Gen Exp x Dur Con
1, 1
112
1-, 3
2, 1
212
2,3

Ons Con x Dur Con
1,L
1'2

,1'32, 1
212
213
3, I
312
313

No. l'lords Z Egors
Read Missed

467.093
467.fia
473.323
486 .500
484. 9 80
474,270

48L. 390
475.599
479,493
472.L89
454.970
460.331
476.8L2
498,L96
479.566

3A.442
31.31_0
3L.448
29,664
30. 6 78
29,885

31.320
32.379
33. 9 25
29.55L
27,289
27.t73
27.790
33. 31_4

30. 902

Expectancy
for Succriss

63.908
62.643
s9 .319
62.985
62,096
6s. s83

62.490
62.427
62.4L3
63.856
65.r27
62.os4
63.99s
59.55s
62,885

sklLl
Attrlbutfon

32,772
33. 834
29,646
3L.425
31.030
33. 360

31. 3s5
33.990
32.454
33. 309
33,394
3L.s97
31. 631-
29.9r3
30.4s9

, Chance
Attrlbution

7.3s7
7.232
6.798

10.092
9 .909
8.011

7 "9L0
6.796
7.970
9.092
8.036
7.377
9.L72

10.881
6.867

Pain
Ratings

6s.444
57.5L9
48.422
67.s90
63.94s
s4 " 4L5

68"448
61. 306
48.713
63.993
60. 308
58. 620
67.LOg
60.582
46.923

.:,,.
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Condftfon

Gen
1,

Exp x
1-' I
112
L13
2,L
212
213
3, 1
312
313
1'1
Lr2
113
2rL
212
213
3,L
3'2
3'3

1,
1,
1o

1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
2,
2,
at¿,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,

Ons Con x

No.llords
Read

Dur Con
470.323
458.51_9
47s. s88
456.304
4sL.704
473,s3L
474.6s2
492.366
470.853
492.458
492.679
481.399
488.O72
458. 235
447.L3L
478.97L
504.025
4gg,2g0

% Errors
Missed

3L.766
32.226
35. 1L7
30.351
28"307
29.076
29.212
33. 396
30. t sr.
30. 875
32.530
32.733
28.750
26.272
25.270
26.368
33.232
31.6s3

Expectancy
for Success

6L,867
62.474
57. 588
65.372
63" 060
6A.567
64.496
62.394
59.80r_
63.113
62.379
67.238
62.339
67.r94
63. s40
63. s0s
56.7Ls
65,970

skf1l
AttrLbution

29,L72
35. ggg

3l_ 
" 
L6g

35. 7gg
36 "794
30.472
33.345
28.809
27,297
33.538
32.080
33.738
30.820
29.994
32,72L
29.9L7
31_ .017
33,620

Chance
Attrfbutfon

6.885
6 .333
6.589
6.736
5.104
6.507
E.4sL

Lfr.26L
7 "298
8.936
7.259
9.349

LL.447
10.968
8,246
9.894

11.502
6.437

Pai.n
RatLn

t¡;-a

68.938
61.5t 6
45.36s
6s.073
49 " 333
55 "739
62.320
6r.707
44.L62
67.959
61.095
52.061
62 "9L2
7L.282
61.500
71. 89 I
59.457
49.683

H
u,
oì
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Multivariate and UnivariaÈe Analyses of VarÍanee

for Betr,rreen SubJect TreaËuent Effects

Source df. pMS

Ons Con
Multivaríate

, ' No" I.Iords Read
;..., 7" Etrors Míssed

Pai.n Ratlngs
; Expectancy for Success

' 'SkÍll Attribution
, Ghance ÀttríbuËíon

Dur Con
, MulËívari.ate

No. Vtords Read
Z Errors Missed
Pain Ratings
E:çectancy for Success
Skill Attribution
Chance Attríbution

Gen Exp
Multivaríate
No. I.Iords Read
% Exrors Missed

;,. Paín Ratings
:, Expectancy for Success
'. 'Ski1l Atcribution

Chance Attribution

t2
t2
T2
L2
L2
L2

L5L27.L289
. 32.5.L460

98.874L
, 73"4872
' 89.L702: 46.77L9

4318"78t2
555.4L4L

3A87.497L
558.4282
796.1001
3t7.6206

. .. . ' .t'

9797.6L33
L47.0638

' 672.7998
444.9377
853.6853

2204.99s6

0.4700
0 " 8816
t.9934
o.2337
0.06s8
CI.0668
o.202L. .: .:'

.jl : -:'

1.9s88 ,

0.2517
r-. L828
7 "2967
o.4999
0" 5965
1" 3293

.' i:.

2.5766'
0.5710
0.496s
1-5900'
0 " 3983
0.6396'
9.5282 ,

.93T5

.4161

.3727

.7924

.936¿+

.935¿l

.8L72

.o276

.7779

.309r.

.0010

.6076

.5s20

.2676

.0208

.45r.O

.4823

.209].

.5289

.4250

.o424

|'' .::: :

- -\ ':

L2
L2
T2
t2
L2
L2

6
6
6
6
6
6

Continued...
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Source df FMS

Ons Con x Dur Con
MuLtívarÍate
No. ldords Read
% Exrors MÍssed
Paín Ratíngs
Expectancy f,ot Success.
Sk1L1 Artributíon

Ons Con x Gen Exp
MultivarÍate
No. Ilords Read
"Å Errors MÍssed
Pain Ratings
E:ryectancy for Success
Skfll ArrrlbutÍon
Chance AttrÍbutÍoú

'l
Dur Con x Gen Exp

Multivariate
No. Irlords Read
7" Errots Míssed
Paín Ratíngs
Expectancy for Success
Skill Attríburíon
Chance AttrÍbution

Ons Con x Dur Con x Gen Elç
MultivaríaÈe
No. trtords Read
7" Errots Missed
Paín Ratings
Expectaney foi Success. Skill Artribution ,

, Chance Attributíon

24
24
24
24
24
24

10354.089S
489.976L
450.7227
861 .L777

L367.376A
29L.423L

s7759.625t
, 577.6L72

BB.3s03
240L.423L
605.L707, 797.2L46

L830.4824
64.7894' 92"7L63

1085.0054
L442.4377
L45.8662

L2829.3s55
370.5s22
48L.0662

233L.93].6
ra6s:2949

57.0330

0.8165
0.6035
L.2203
1"06s2
o.7709
L.0245
L.2593

:'.-
L.7920
3.3664
L.4sL2
0.2088
L-79].5
o.4s34
3.4449
' '' ' ' ':' '

0.4097
0. 106 7
0.1538
o.2L9L
o "9712
L.0807
0"6303.

. , .-r"'. .' ., .., .

t,0170
4.7477
1.0139 ,

1.1369
2.O873
o:iegi '

o.246s

.7L77

.6607

.3042

.3756

.5456

.3964

.2882

,.-'
' .0486

.0370

.2373

.8118

.1700

.6363

.0343

.9s95

.8989

.8576

.8035

.3809

.34L8

.s338

.44L3

.5609

.4019

.3411
,o849
.5280
.9115

1'.: ::

l
I

. i .\':..

T2
12
L2
12
12
T2
L2

L2
L2
L2
L2
L2
12

24
24
24
24
24
24

:li.:::_li::rr:r..

Coatinued...
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Source df MS p

Subject Withín Groups
No. !Íords read
"/" Ettors Missed
Pain Ratings

, Expectancy for Success' Slc{lL ArrrÍburíon
' Chance AttrÍ.bution

L62
L62
162
L62
L62
L62

L7L57.87LL
427.32L3

, 423.L35A
LLL7.L777
1334.6838
23L.4L78

1.;:,:.::.,;

l.;'.:-- i-:
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Pretrfal and PosttflaL observed cel-l Means for GeneraLized

Expectancies for Control_

pre
:

Dependent Varíab1es

ll % Errots Expectancy SkÍlL ChanceCondítion Words MÍssed for Success Attributíon Attríbutíon ,'.,:.,,,.
' Í:: - : , ' i

Internals 442"5 33"56 65"6L 34.39 . 8.22,
Externals 444.5 33.35 66.33 3Z.Lt '" 1j..63

'.l.,'....':......]'.'.;;'.'. 'l

post

Intesîals 465.9 3L.20 6L.54 33.08 6.19,
Externals 48L.7 29.6L 69 "97 30.94 i.0.28

:
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MultÍvaríate and

Varíance for tr{íthÍn

UnivarlaËe Analyses of

Subject Treatment Effects

Pre- Post-Trfal

Source

.Pre- Posr-Trfal (pre_post)

MultfvarÍate
t No. tr{ords Read

"Å Errors MÍssed
Expectancy for Success
SkllL Attributíon

, Chance AttríbutÍon

Ons Con x pre post

MulÈivariate
No. lüords Read
"Á Errors Missed
E4pectancy for Success
SkÍL1 ArrríburÍon
Chance AttríbutÍon

Dur Con x Pre post

MuLËivarÍate
, No. I,Iords Read

% Etroxs Missed
Expectancy for Success
Skill Artributfon
Chance Attrfbution

5
5
5
5
5

L8L64.L187
L677.497L
L862.4460
288.7991.,
680 "5540

L4453.28L2
455.9314
78.866s
73.6L66
46.772L

1557.8086
L9.3604
L6.AL67
24.A50A
r.4.9555

4.3246
0.3678
0.0911
o.L272
0.3748
0 "4586

20 " 9840
16.1388

8"OL44
L4.7869
4.5009

20.8689

L"3932
3.4L27
1.0870
0.6262
L.L473
r.4372

.0001

.0001

.0053

.0002

.03s4

.0001

l_0

10
10
10
10

10
L0
10
10
10

.1821

.03s4
"3396
.5360
.3201
.24L3

.9744

.6:928

.913L

.8807

.6880

.6330

Continued.. 
"
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Source df MS F p

Gen Exp x Pre Post

Multivarlate
No" ÏJords Read
% Errors Míssed
Expectancy for Success
SkiLl Attríbutíon

,. Chance AttrÍbution

Ons Con x Dur Con x Pre post

Mul-tivarLate
No. llords Read
"Å Ettots Mfssed
Expectancy for Success
Ski1l ArtriburÍon

. Chance Attríbution

5
5
5
5
5

5184.1836
86.3891

130"0498
0" 3556

62."422A

522L.92L9
27 "3028
8L.4332
33.74L7
46 "5222

^tza.5L4262"LL89
74"8665
87.8388
7.7055

L.L679
r"224].,
0.8618
L"032s
0 " 0055
1.9141

.3273

.2702
^3549
" 3111.
.9408
.L684

20
20
20
20
20

CI.6245
L.233A
0.0892
0.6465
o.s259
L"4266

.89s8

.299A

.9858

.6302

.7]^69

.2275

.7515

.6203

.7612

.s532

.2573

.7899

Ons Con x Gen Exp x Pre Post

MultÍvaríate
No. trüords Read 10
7" Etrors MÍssed 10

''' E:lpectancy for Success l-O
Skíll AttriburÍon 10
Chance AttributÍon 10

0.6708
0 "4790
0.2734
o.5944
1.3689
0. 2363

.:
: : :l:ì:

ContÍ"nued. ..
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1l+d

Source df MS F p

Dur Con x Gen E:{p x pre post

Mu1ËivarÍate
No. I,Iords Read
% Etrors Míssed
E:çectancy for Success

, Skill ArrrÍburÍon
Chance Attríbutíon

Ons Con x Dur Con x Gen Exp

Multivarfate
No. trlords Read
7" Errors Missed
Expectancy for Success
SkíLL ArrriburÍon :

Chance Attríbutfon

Pre Post x Subject trIltnin

No. !üords Read
7" Ettots MÍssed
Expectancy for Success
SkÍll Artrlburion
Chance Attríbutlon

10
10
L0
10
10

20
2A
20
20
2A

x Pre Post

3674.8LA5
43.2L77

29L.LL60
L47.272L

2.9556

2053.827L
35.3978
72.L832
69.8804
L5.2889

4235.1.680
209 " 310L
125.9523
64"L653
32.6LLt

0.8597
0.8677
t-r274
2.3LL3
2.2952
0.0906

t.5883
9.4849
4.L462
0.5731
1.0891
0"4688

.5 71s

.42L9

.8805

.LO24

.1040

.9135

"9217
.7468
.9645
.6826
.3638
.7586

Groups

L62
L62
L62
L62
L62

:t :: . ... -: -:


